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Section 1 - Executive Overview

Section 1.U Executive Overview

A January 1988 survey of forty top defense contractors by the CALS Industry
Steering Group resulted in the following observations about the current
environment for managing weapon system technical data:

Significant investments have been made in computer-aided

* technology; however,
- less than 20% of the companies are more than 50% automated,
- complete automation is projected to be ten years away,
- most companies use multiple vendor systems.

I Virtually all contractors have some capability to deliver digital data

to the government, but only a small percentage is actually delivered

digitally.

3 * Most companies have or plan to have at least partial digital
interface with suppliers.

* Most companies are considering the development of a common

shared database using relational technology.

* Although a high percentage of the contractors support current

standards, advances are needed in most of the major technical areas.

As this survey points out, the Aerospace/Defense industry is headed in a

direction of full automation based on common shared databases, and industry
will generally be capable of providing on-line access to weapon system specific
data as a service to DoD during the 1990s. The challenge for DoD is to provide
an incentive to support and, hopefully, accelerate these trends. It is also

I important, however, that DoD clearly define its expectatior'- in terms of the

DACOM
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emerging shared data environment. This is the overriding purpose of CALS

Phase 11.

Recent policy guidance issued by the Deputy Secretary of Defense already 3
requires that weapon systems now in full-scale development or production be

reviewed for opportunities to improve quality or reduce costs by providing

digital delivery or direct access to contractor technical information. This
policy guidance not only makes current CALS Phase I technical data exchange

standards an important consideration for current and future weapon system

acquisition programs, it sets the stage for CALS Phase II: controlled on-line

access by appropriate elements of the DoD to integrated digital technical I
information stored in shared databases maintained throughout the weapon

system life cycle by various members of the weapon system contractor team. 5
The concept of CALS Phase II is based on the premise that a carefully defined 3
strategy to automate, integrate, and manage product definition and support
technical data will significantly reduce weapon systems life cycle costs, while

simultaneously improving the quality of the weapon system and its support
processes and, therefore, defense readiness. Such an automation strategy will

also improve the competitiveness of the U.S. defense industry and ultimately I
the U.S. manufacturing industrial base. The result will be a win-win

environment for both government and industry. For this result to occur, 3
however, defense prime r,-ntractors, subcontractors, vendors, and computer
technology suppliers must cooperate closely with the government and with

each other to establish a common vision and framework for industrial

networking and database sharing. The CALS Phase 11 initiative is intended to

serve as a catalyst to establish that common vision.

Critical Success Factors 3
Although most, if not all, of the concepts and technology required for CALS 3
Phase U have been demonstrated by various individual contractors, a number

of managerial and technical issues must be addressed in order to establish a 3
* I
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broadly accepted common approach. The critical success factors for industry
establishment of a CALS Phase H environment include:

I Clear delineation of responsibilities and authorities for technical
data creation, maintenance, and access;

i Functional integration of design, manufacturing, and support
processes;

I Logical data integration strategies necessary to ensure

configuration control, security, currency, accurac,, and
comprehensive representation of weapon system technical

information;

U Integration of Government Furnished Information (GFI) with
contractor-generated technical information;

Open system interconnection and data portability between
contractor and government technical information systems;

Evolutionary integration strategies that accommodate near-term

usage of legacy systems.

Summary of Key Architectural Constructs and Their Relationships

This "Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture" report is the first step toward

defining the basic DoD expectations regarding the types and methods of
i information services that will be provided to the DoD by contractors from a

shared data environment. The set of capabilities and resulting technical
information services provided to the DoD by a weapon system contracting
team is referred to as "Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service
(CITIS)." Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service is provided for
a specific weapon system through the use of "integrated" ADP systems from

many different suppliers cooperating in the various stages of the weapon
system life cycle. Therefore, the CALS Phase II Architecture must address

DACOMD-779-89-01.2 1-3 D. Appleton Company, Inc.
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inter-enterprise integration, linking primes, co-primes, and subcontractors

with each other and with various government organizations, as well as intra-i

enterprise integration, linking program management, engineering,

manufacturing, and support functions within an enterprise.

The CALS Phase II Architecture has been defined from three different 3
perspectives. The description of the life cycle activities and end-user

information services constitutes the External Architecture. The desciptiou of 3
the computer hardware and software systems that inter-connect to provide

the delivery mechanism for information services constitutes the Internal

Architecture. The description of the logical rules which gude the integration

of functions, data, and automation technology constitute the Control

Architecture. The focus of this report is to outline a strategy for establishment

of a generic Control Architecture that will serve as a reference model for

providing Contractor L'tegrated Technical Information Service for specific 3
weapon system programs. Recommendations for specific development

action items are described in Section 6.

Consistent application of the Control Architecture integration rules will

result in an Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB) which facilitates

shared technical data throughout the weapon system life cycle. This is not

one huge, centralized database, but a distributed database, which is managed
consistent with a special set of rules called Data Standards. The complete set

of Data Standards defining an TWSDB constitute what is called the CALS Data 3
Dictionary which is to be created by methodically extracting data element

definitions from existing and planned mil specs and standards, and

integrating them. The CALS Data Dictionary is to be captured and

maintained in a CALS Data Dictionary System, using established CALS Data

Dictionary Management Procedurcs.

Other dimensions of integration in the CALS Phase f1 environment, besides 3
the data management dimension, are to be defined by Functional Standards,

which define how data are to be generated and used throughout the weapon 3
system life cycle, and Technical Standards which define how data are to be

' I
DACOM
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3 automated and systems inter-connected. Functional and Technical Standards,
as well as Data Standards, make up the Control Architecture for CALS Phase
iH. Most of today's existing standards do not clearly separate the functional,

technical, and data dimensions. MIL-STD-1388 for logistic support analysis
records, for example, defines functional requirements for logistic support3 record keeping, defines required data elements, and implies a specific

approach to automation. Many of MIL-STD-1388 data elements, however, are3 redundant with other standards, and the implied approach to automation has
not kept pace with commonplace advancements in computing technology.

The long-term objective of the CALS Phase II Control Architecture is to

establish independent Data Standards that support many different Functional

Standards and that can be automated according to various Technical

Standards that evolve over time.

* Background

In addition to the review of numerous industry surveys and weapon system
program plans, informal information was gathered regarding existing
programs from a number of leading aerospace companies in order to help

validate the Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture. The contractors and
programs reviewed include:

e Douglas Aircraft C17 Program

* General Dynamics F16 Program

* Lockheed ATF Program3 * McDonnell Aircraft F18 and ATA Programs
0 Northrop ATF and B2 Programs

"3 * Rockwell BIB Program

Although all of the existing contractor systems reviewed provide technical

information services within the proposed scope of CALS Phase II CMTIS, none
of them covers the total scope; that is, none provides complete weapon3 system life cycle technical information services. Existing systems generally fit

I
DACOM
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into three categories: integrated design systems, integrated manufacturing 3
systems, or integrated logistics support systems.

Integrated design systems to date have focused primarily on Preliminary
Design and Full-Scale Development activities and are oriented toward
engineering requirements. Fully automated support for concurrent
engineering is not generally available, but several contractors have internal
development programs to create a shared product definition database for all
disciplines. At least one example of significant use of on-line access to a
shared product definition database was found between a Prime and Co- 3
Deigner, each with a different internal CAD system. A special agreement on
data structures and implementation technology was required along with the
development of custom software in order to link the contractors together.

A number of integrated manufacturing systems can be found that support I
direct access to internal design systems. The primary focus of these systems is
on the Production life cycle phase. The ability to automatically plan and 3
manufacture a part that was designed by another company is not generally
supported. However, significant efforts to demonstrate this capability are 3
being supported by private industry, as well as DoD.

Integrated logistics support systems are in common use among major defense I
contractors. Although these systems are directly accessible by government

organizations, custom interfaces or special equipment is required and access is I
generally limited to "read only." Most of the evisting systems are
implemented using traditional hierarchical database management systems. 3
However, one contractor has made significant progress toward an integrated
relational database development. The primary focus is on the Product
Support Phase of the life cycle and redundant information is usually
maintained by the contractor's internal engineering and manufacturing
organizations, as well as by government organizations and subcontractors.

U
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CITIS - Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service

The challenge being undertaken in CALS Phase II is to provide a conceptual3 framework and a set of standards and guidelines that will not only encourage

integration among these separate "islands of automation" within an3 enterprise, but among enterprises participating on a weapon system program.

Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service (CITIS) for a specific
weapon system must be provided by inter-connected computing networks
and application software that are utilized by members of the weapon system

development team to enter, update, manage, and retrieve data from their
own internal technical databases. In addition to requiring integration of the

prime contractor's internal data and processes supporting a specific weapon

system, the CALS Phase II Architecture for CITIS must further specify
* integration of prime contractor data and processes with subcontractor and

vendor data and processes and with government-furnished information

(GFI). The logical integration of prime, subcontractor, vendor, and

government information for a specific weapon system creates an Integrated
Weapon System Database (IWSDB).

An IWSDB is intended to provide availability of accurate technical

information to DoD components and industry throughout the lifetime of the

weapon system. A principal objective for establishment of an IWSDB is to
create data once - use it many times." Establishment of an IWSDB requires

support by both government and contractor technical information systems,
where contractors provide access to and maintenance of the IWSDB as a

service to the government. Physically, the IWSDB will be distributed over
numerous locations and computing systems, and it may ultimately be

transferred from the contractor team to the government for maintenance and

control.U
I
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Summary

The purpose of this document is to establish a framework for developing a U
common CALS Phase II Architecture and to present a preliminary

architecture that identifies the overall scope, objectives, and critical issues for 3
development and implementation of Contractor Integrated Technical

Information Service (CITiS). The objective of the Preliminary CALS Phase TI 3
Architecture is to establish a composite "best practice" baseline for use in

further development of a common government and industry vision of an

Integrated Weapon System Database and the supporting technical

information services. The following sections of this report discuss

integration concepts and trends, the overall requirements for future
Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service, and development

strategies and issues. 3
U
U
I

I

II
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*Section 2.
Background and Introduction

3 2.1 Purpose

3 This report has been produced under the direction of the DoD CALS Office

under one of a number of projects intended to articulate strategies for the use

of current and emerging computer-based technologies to improve both

defense readiness and the productivity and competitiveness of the U.S.

defense industry. The purpose of this report is to provide a "strawman"

architecture for CALS Phase II Contractor integrated Technical Information
Service (CITIS) that significantly improves the capture, management, and use
of technical product and support data throughout the life cycle of a weapon
system. The target audience for this document includes managers of weapon3 system programs, technical systems managers employed by defense prime
contractors, subcontractors, and vendors, and product managers employed by
computer technology suppliers. The report is intended to help establish an

industry and government consensus of the requirements for Contractor
Integrated Technical Information Service (CITIS) and its associated Integrated
Weapon System Database (IWSDB), and to stimulate discussion of critical

management and technical issues related to these concepts.

2.2 Overview of the CALS Program

CALS is a DoD and industry initiative to enable and accelerate the integration
and use of digital technical information for weapon system acquisition,

design, manufacture, and support. The CALS program is intended to
facilitate the transition of current paper-intensive processes to a highly3 automated and integrated mode of operation, thereby substantially
improving productivity and quality of the weapon system acquisition and3 logistic support processes. The Deputy Secretary of Defense initiated the DoD

CALS program in September 1985 with the goal that by 1990 new weapon

DACOM
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system acquisitions would require technical data in digital form or obtain

government access to contractor integrated databases in lieu of paper i

deliverables. The benefits expected from CALS implementation, as stated in

the 1988 CALS Report to the Committee on Appropriations of the United i
States House of Representatives, include the following: U

* Reduced acquisition and support costs for weapon system programs

through elimination of duplicative, manual, error-prone processes. 3
* Improved quality and timeliness of technical information for support

planning, reprocurement, training, and maintenance, as well as

improved reliability and maintainability of weapon system designs

through direct coupling to computer-aided design and engineering i
processes and databases. l

9 Improved responsiveness of the industrial base by development of

integrated design and manufacturing capabilities and by industry

networking among prime contractors and subcontractors to build and

support weapon systems based on digital product descriptions. 3
Both DoD and industry are currently investing substantially in the

automation of a variety of functional areas to improve productivity and i

quality. However, these investments, because of the historical lack of a CALS-

like structure, have resulted in a multitude of independent and inconsistent 3
ADP systems, often called "islands of automation," that cannot economically

exchange or share information. Accordingly, an exorbitant amount of time

and money is currently wasted in converting information in one system to

formats that can be used in another system, and in attempting - and often

failing - to resolve the numerous inconsistencies in information managed i
by them. When one considers that a single major weapon system program,

such as the F-16, SSN-21, B-1B, or the B-2, may involve 5,000 or more 3
contractors and vendors throughout its life cycle, and that each of these

entities employs multiple information systems to support its activities on the 5
program, this means that the data needed to accomplish the design, delivery, I

DACOM
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and support of the weapon system exists in thousands of ADP systems, not

including those managed by the government logistics infrastructure or the3 acquisition establishment. The problem of data management is severely

compounded by the fact that these ADF systems are based on uniquely

U designed software programs operating on computers manufactured by a wide

variety of computer technology suppliers, and that these software programs

and computers are designed such they cannot communicate easily with one

another.

3 Through the CALS Initiative, the existing islands of technical data

automation within DoD and industry are being integrated to facilitate data

3 exchange and access, as well as to reduce duplication of data preparation
efforts. Industry has endorsed the action DoD has taken in CALS, and the

transition to an automated integrated environment has begun.

I INDUSTRYG 
N EN

LS CA 
D_!ý E NTS ARM -SA •"

PRIM tP F'E SSABLE FILES USAF L

CONTRACTOR .4 OLS

FUNCTIONAL INTER-CHANG-'E" I USER

INTEGRATION STANDARDS LROIEET

RE OUIREMENTS 
. ru ncon sta nd f

Tehaala S tonaarm

I Figure 2-1 CALS Environment

I
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CALS Strategy 3
The CALS environment is illustrated in Figure 2-1. CALS encompasses the

generation, access, management, use, and distribution of technical data in I
digital form for the acquisition, design, manufacture, and support processes.

These data and processes are supported by numerous information systems I
that reside within the prime contractor, subcontractor, and vendor

environments. Although the interaction between the contractor team 3
members alone is complex, technical data must also be supplied to

government repositories that support numerous information systems within 3
various government organizations. Within CALS, the common thread is

technical product and support data, which includes ergincering drawings,

product definition and logistic support analysis data, technical manuals,

training materials, technical plans, reports, and operational feedback data

associated with weapon systems, support equipment and supplies. Large i
volumes of technical data must be shared between the members of a

contractor team in order to successfully design and manufacture a complex 3
weapon system. As the owner and operator of the weapon system, the

government also has user requirements for technical data. The technical data 3
requirements of both the internal contractor team and government

organizations requires functional integration of life cycle activities for a

weapon system and sharing of technical information through common

interchange standards.

To achieve CALS benefits, a phased CALS strategy has been established by a

team consisting of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Services, 3
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) and Industry. Phase I is focused on

establishing standards to facilitate the replacement of paper document

transfers with digital file exchanges as a beginning of the integration process,
with implementation between now and the early 1990s. In parallel,

technology is being developed for Phase II that involves substantial
integration and redesign of current processes to take advantage of a shared

database environment in the early 1990s and beyond. The main elements in 5
both phases are as follows: I

DACOM
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e Standards. Accelerate the development and testing of standards for3 digital technical data interchange and integrated database access.

9 Technology Development and Demonstration. Sponsor the

development and demonstration of the necessary technology for

integration of technical data and processes in high-risk areas.

* Weapon System Contracts and Incentives. Implement CALS standards

* and integration requirements in weapon system contracts and

encourage industry modernization and iitegration.

1 DoD Systems. Implement CALS standards and integration

requirements in DoD planning and infrastructure modernization

prograi. ;. Infrastructure is the underlying framework of the

organizations, systems, and processes within which DoD operates.

Technical Information Systems

As CALS capabilities evolve, technical data required by the government for a
single weapon system will be logically integrated (not necessarily physically

integrated) into tightly coupled, controlled, and secure weapon system

technical databases, allowing access and transfer of data to those parties with5 proper authorization and need to know. The capabilities for a contractor

team, including government organizations, to enter, update, manage,

etrieve, and distribute data from technical databases for a specific weapon
system is called Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service (CITIS).

3 This service is provided by a collection of automated data processing systems
and applications utilized by the contractor team. The required functional

integration of those contractor processes necessary to ensure the security,

currency, and accuracy of the technical information resident in the weapon
system technical databases will be articulated and contractually specified as5 requirements for a weapon system program's CITIS. In addition to the

required integration of the contractor's internal data and processes

DACOM
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themselves, further integration of internal contractor data and processes with

the government-furnished information for each weapon system is essential.

The collection of automated data processing systems and applications that are i

utilized by the government to enter, update, manage, retrieve, and distribute

data from technical databases for a specific weapon system exist on multiple i

distributed automated data processing systems. These government

information systems cross functional boundaries and may require access to a 3
combination of data from more than one source to support information
requests from a single weapon system's user community. This degree of

interchange and integration will require tight control and coordinatiorn of the

separate physical databases to allow transparent support to the user. The

needed control and coordination of shared data within and among the I
contractor technical information systems and government systems

supporting a weapon system will be provided by a logical data structure called i
the CALS Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB).

Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB)

The logical collection of shared data for a specific weapon system that is used I
throughout the weapon system life cycle is called an FWSDB. The physical

location of the data may be distributed among contractor or government

automated data processing systems. The required IWSDB structure is

evolving and will be the basis for the CALS Phase II integrated, shared data 3
environment. The CALS IWSDB requirements will provide a logical (not

physical) collection of shared data to support both contractor team and

government users throughout the complete life cycle of a specific weapon

system. The IWSDB will be governed by groups of Data Standards, which

together make up the CALS Data Dictionary. The CALS Data Dictionary willU

ultimately be maintained in a CALS Data Dictionary System developed in

accordance with emerging standards such as the Information Resource
Dictionary System (IRDS) The overall CALS Data Dictionary will be

composed of component data dictionaries consistent with emerging CALS i

Data Standards, including PDES as well as Data Standards for various types of I
DACOM
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support data. The Data Standards will provide data element definitions,
together with the data relationships and rules for data integrity and data
consistency required to accommodate the changes in user requirements and

computer technologies that are inevitable throughout the 20-to-40-year life of

the weapon system.I
CALS Benefits

The CALS Report to the Committee on Appropriations of the United States
House of Representatives, dated July 1988, identified the following anticipated

benefits for IWSDB implementation.

t "Industry will eliminate development of duplicative data that drives separate
processes in design, manufacturing, support planning, and development of
technical manuals, spares provisioning, test equipment, training materials,

and other support products. Technical data networks among
primes/subcontractors and DoD access to industry databases will streamline

weapon system acquisition and shorten lead times for data delivery and

spares procurement. DoD will reduce paper deliverables in contracts and

reduce government expenditures for manual processes involving paper
handling. Design changes will be consistently promulgated throughout3 DoD's support structure with assurance that the required technical data will

be correctly matched to weapon system configuration. Most importantly, the
design of the weapon system and its support systems will have high quality by

virtue of integrated design processes and a consistent technical database. This
I last benefit will ultimately lead to increased weapon system effectiveness and

combat readiness."

1 2.3 Architectural Terms

The purpose of the Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture is to establish a

set of terms, concepts, and strategies that can be mutually employed by the3 defense acquisition establishment, DoD contractors, and technology vendors
to achieve the primary CALS Phase II objective of controlled on-line access to

I
DACOM
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an Integrated Weapon System Database as standard Contractor Integrated 3
Technical Information Service. Delivery of CITIS requires a complex

information system comprised of other (supporting) information systems.

Since CITIS requires establishment of a complex information system, it is

important that a well-defined architecture be established and used as the basis

for managing near-term improvements, as well as to guide future

development efforts. 3
To facilitate dialog on the Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture, a

commonly accepted framework for defining information systems has been 3
adopted. This framework was originally developed by John Zachman of IBM,

and over the last five years it has become accepted within the information

systems community as a simple but effective way of describing complex

information systems environments. (A copy of the full explanation ot the

Zachman Framework is contained in Appendix A.)

The Zachman Framework identifies six unique levels of abstraction for 3
system definition:

9 Scope/Mission Description

This is the highest level of abstraction and defines the overall purpose and i
objective of the system from the end-user's point of view.

9 Business Description

This architectural level describes how the business will function with the

system in place. It is a more detailed definition of the overall system and 3
its interactions, still from an end-user's point of view.

* Conceptual Description i

The conceptual description defines the system as a set of integrated 3
information assets that can be implemented with a variety of computing I
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technology in order to satisfy the identified business objectives. The

conceptual description is defined from the system integration point of
view and is often not formally documented in traditional system

3 development procedures.

3 • Technology Constrained/System Design Description

3 Based on the capabilities of a selected set of implementation technology,
the overall design of the system is described at this level. This description

i is from the system builder's view.

0 Detail Description

The Detail Description is the precise definition of the actual hardware and5 software components from the system builder/implementor point of

view.

I * Actual System

I The lowest level of system definition is the actual hardware and software

used to process the data.I
The six levels of abstraction only represent one dimension of the Zachman
Framework. A series of architectural representations are used to describe

different architectural views of the system at each level of abstraction. The
following three unique types of representation have been identified by

Zachman.

1 * Architectural Representations for Describing Functions

3 At the highest level of abstraction, functions are described in terms of
business objectives and strategies. Activity models, such as those3produced using the IDEFO modeling technique, provide a functional
representation at the Business Description level. At the ConceptualI
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Description level, the functional view may be described as functional

information services which provide end-user information as a result of

applying inferencing rules, e.g., the method for calculating mean-time-

between-failure, against data values. The System Design level defines I
functions in terms of the internal software design and reporting formats,

based on the selected implementation technology. The Detail Design levelt

defines functions in terms of executable programming languages.

" Architectural Representations for Describing Data

At the highest level, data is described in terms of overall domains of I
knowledge required to operate the business, or in the case an IVSDB, the

domain of knowledge required to support a weapon system life cycle. Data I
may be described as information products used to operate the business at

the Business Description level. At the Conceptual Description level, data

are defined by an integrated semantic data model, such as those produced
using the IDEFIX modeling technique. At the System Design level, a 3
decision is made on which data management technology to use and data
are described in terms of logical database structures, using a database

definition language such as SQL. At the Detail Design level, data are
described in terms of physical records and pointers.

", Architectural Representations for Describing Network

The system network is defined by basic organizational units and
geographical locations at the highest level. At the Business Description

level the network is defined by functional groups within the organization

with assigned responsibilities. The Conceptual Description of the
network includes definition of user types, data and function distribution I
strategies, and expected user/data interactions. Logical communications i
network design and hardware and software configurations are defined at
the Design Description level. The Detail Description specifies actual

computing nodes, data storage nodes, system software, communications 3
linkages, and protocols. U
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I Types of Representation

3 Levels Function Data Network
Business Information Organizations,

Strategies Domains Site Locations

Description

x Activity Model Information Organizationai
L : Products Groups

I Business
Description

3IDEFO1 1.....
Information Semantic Conceptual
Services Data Model NetworikI ~~Conceptual ~f

Description C3

< ....... ID E FIX .. .... i

Software Logicai Database Delivery System
Design Design Design

Description ..

Software Physical Database Network
o Programs Design Specification

Detail
Description _

Applications Databases Computing
Network

Actual
i System _A _

Figure 2-2 Architectural Framework

I
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Together, the levels of abstraction and types of architectural representation 3
form the framework shown in Figure 2-2. This framework will serve to

establish a context in which to focus the discussion of the CALS Phase 12 3
environment. The scope and business descriptions will be addressed by an

External Architecture with the principal focus on weapon system life cycle 3
activities. The External Architecture covers the top two rows of the Zachman

Framework using IDEFO activity models as a principle means of architectural

representation. The Conceptual Description, the third row of the Zachman

Framework, will be addressed by a CALS Control Architecture with the

dominate focus on the data dictionary for the IWSDB, represented by an

IDEFIX semantic data model. It is at this level that CALS Phase II

standardization efforts must be focused. Establishing a well-defined Control 5
Architecture will be the key to achieving the desired broad-scope integration

while allowing for technology migration from existing to future systems. 3
Internal Architectures will be established by each contractor team to addresses

the technology constrained and detail design descriptions for implementing

the required technology to deliver CITIS, the fourth and fifth rows of the I
Zachman Framework. The architecture for the system hardware and software

network will be the primary focus at this level. 3

2.4 Industry Trends toward Integration !

The Zachman Framework provides a convenient way of describing the basic I
trends in industry that underlie the CALS Phase II concept, and that lay the

foundation for the Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture described in the I
next section of this report. The simplest way to describe these trends is to

view them from the framework's "horizontal perspective," that is, by looking 3
at them in terms of the rows in the framework. I
The first two rows of the Zachman Framework describe business values and

strategies that are intended to be supported by an information system. The

third row describes the control structures that are moving into place in order
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3 to facilitate the mapping between business requirements and operational
information systems. And the last two rows address the information systems
technology that is being employed to implement information systems in
support of the business strategy, and within the context of emerging control
structures.

3 Functions Data Network

Changing
B usiness .......................................................Strategies

I New
Integration

5 Controls

3E m erging .......... *......... ..... ......................

Technologies .........................................

3 Figure 2-3 Impact of Industry Trends

I Changing Business Values and Strategies

i The objectives of CALS have been characterized as a natural evolution of
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). CIM - also known as Computer3 Integrated Engineering and Manufacturing (CIEM) -is the best known
strategy for industrial modernization. Forty percent (40%) of U.S.
manufacturers have reported on-going CIM programs. CIM has superseded

familiar functional automation strategies of the 1970s and early 1980s such as
Material Requirements Planning (MRP) and CAD/CAM (Computer-Aided

SDesign /Computer-Aided Manufacturing). Many manufacturing companies
are adopting a CIM strategy because of its focus on the integration ofi
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manufacturing information systems throughout the enterprise. CIM is

perceived by business managers as a consolidated information management I
strategy for reducing overhead and production costs, reducing product lead

times, and increasing product quality. 3
According to a survey of 46 major aerospace/defense firms conducted by the I
Aerospace Industry Association, 39 of the firms surveyed reported that they

had formal plans for "100% CIM implementations," and 34 firms reported

that they expected to achieve their 100% CIM goal within the next ten years.

As CIM and CIEM have unfolded ,,ver the last five years, the result has been I
that more critical manufacturing information continues to be distributed

across computers, of all types and sizes. At the same time, the U.S. I
manufacturing industry has been evolving from a paradigm wherein

individual manufacturers approach the marketplace alone to one wherein

the dominant form of supply is defined by "trading partnerships." A 1985

Manufacturing Futures Survey reported an increasing trend in which 60% of

a typical manufacturer's costs went into the general category of "purchased

material." Purchased material, in this context, means goods and services

provided by trading partners. 3
The convergence of CIM and trading partner teams has led to the emergence 3
of the concept of Inter-organizational Computer Integrated Manufacturing

(ICIM). 1
Trading partner teams are finding it increasingly important to exchange

information digitally, that is, directly among their computer systems. General
Motors, for example, is establishing a "data pipeline" that will be used to link

GM engineering and production facilities with the majority of its 30,000 1
"suppliers. 1
ICIM got its first significant public exposure in April 1988 at the Enterprise
Networking Event (ENE '88) held in Washington, DC. Sponsored by the

MAP/TOP User's Group and the Corporation for Open Systems, and
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3 conducted by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), this event was

attended by over 7,500 managers and technical professionals, and it

dramatically demonstrated the cooperative commitment of manufacturers to

the increased use of computer and communications technology.

The information of most concern to manufacturers is that which they

develop to define their products and production processes. Originally, this

I information was contained in engineering blueprints and technical

specifications. Initial Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided

I Manufacturing (CAM) systems focused on automating the graphical

repres,_ntation part designs. But graphical representation and their
underlying geometry is only a small subset of the total information needed to

describe a product and its production processes. Digital models of product

characteristics are also evolving to address versioning and configuration

I control, assembly structures, features and tolerances, material specifications

and processing instructions, functional characteristics, reliability factors, and3 maintenance procedures. All of this information must be carefully

controlled, efficiently employed internally, carefully preserved and protected,

3 and effectively communicated to trading partners.

This realization of the importance of product definition data has led the

manufacturing industry to focus its information management attention on
the specific subject of Product Data Definition (PDD), which, in turn, in 1986

3 led to a major effort to standardize product data definitions. This

standardization effort - voluntarily supported by over 260 U.S. and

European manufacturers and coordinated by the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) - is called the Product Data Exchange

3 Specification (PDES).

Increasingly, PDES is being viewed as "the critical technology needed to

accelerate both CIM and ICIM," and PDES development support has been

actively funded by the DoD under the CALS program. In 1988, over ten major

manufacturers and computer equipment vendors joined together to establish

a privately funded cooperative called PDES, Inc. The stated purpose of the
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cooperative is "to rapidly accelerate the development of PDES." PDES, Inc. is

working closely with the PDES volunteer group coordinated by NIST. 1
CLM, ICIM, and PDD are specific manifestations of an overall trend in 1
manufacturing, as well as other industries, toward "integrated" - sometimes

called, "asset-based" or "data driven" - information resource management 3
(IRM). The trend is most often depicted as the final phase of an evolution

from "insular" automation, where computer systems stand alone; to 3
"interfaced" automation, where computer systems are interlinked with

digital communications; to "integrated" automation, where computer

systems share common databases.

IRM, in general, is a thrust toward improving the capabilities of businesses to I
manage and effectively employ computerized information, "using the
information management technologies of the 1980s and 1990s." These

technologies - which include personal computers, workstations, artificial

intelligence languages and processors, relational and "object-oriented"

database management systems, and telecommunications devices and software

- dramatically improve the power of information technology beyond the

technologies of the 1960s and 1970s. To effectively implement these new
technologies, many Information Systems organizations are adopting

planning, development, and support tools and methodologies focused on 3
managing "information assets," that result in shared integrated databases,

rather than traditional systems development approaches focused on

independent functional applications. The establishment of data

administration responsibilities is an important element of the "information g
asset" oriented approach.

CIM, ICIM, and PDD converge with IRM in the manufacturing environment. I
They all share a single common ground: the need for integration of "islands

of automation" by means of "integrated" or "shared" databases. Data 3
management has become the central focus of automation as it supports the

emerging business strategies of CIM, ICIM, PDD, and IRIM. 3
I
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Integration Control Structures

I The basic trends in business strategy toward CIM, ICIM, PDD, and IRIM are

being supported by an evolution of "consensus standards." These consensus

standards, while they may or may not be officially sanctioned by a formal

standards group such as the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) or5 the International Standards Organization (ISO) represent a felt need on the

part of consumers for increased control over the evolution of both
I information systems functions and information technology.

Standards thrusts have impacted all four of the areas of strategic interest to
manufacturers. In the CIM/CIEM arena, most corporations are setting

internal company standards - often borrowed from standards organizations or
from technology vendors - to control the evolution of both functions and

technology. On the functional front, these standards often take the form of a
Icompany Information Architecture, such as the one depicted in the

CASA/SME Wheel. On the technology front, most of the CIM/CIEM
technical standards are intended to control internal communications,

hardware/systems software, and data management, what is traditionally
called the Delivery Systems Architecture. Additional company standards are

I being set for the control of automation planning, software development, and
software maintenance.I
In the ICIM arena, multiple sets of standards are being developed. For the

control of inter-organizational functions, standards aye being set for the
control of document interchange in areas such as purchasing, invoicing, and
inventory management. These standards are, for the most part, being set by

major suppliers; however, many of them are beginning to find themselves
formalized by industry standards groups such as the Automotive Industry
Association. On the technical side, ICIM standards are being developed by

organizations such as MAP/TOP for the control of inter-organizational3 communications. These groups focus primarily on telecommunications

standards and on data management standards.3
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For Product Data Definition, standards and guidelines such as PDES and IGES 1
are emerging for the control of technical data describing products. In
addition, work is being done on engineering standards as they affect processes 3
such as concurrent engineering and simultaneous design.

Most of the standards that affect Information Resource Management have to I
do with information technology. Of specific interest, because of the
overriding concern for data management, are standards such as SQL and I
IRDS which affect database management systems and data dictionary systems. I
Overall, consensus standards are experiencing an upsurge in popularity
within the manufacturing community. However, because there are so many 3
of them, most manufacturers are opting to select a specific set of standards
that they believe to be appropriate to their business, and to assemble them

into their own internal conirrol structure. It is this control structure that will
have an increasing effect on the evolution of technology and on the
evolution of business capabilities in the future. 3
Emerging Technology 3
As business strategies and integration controls are heading rapidly in the
direction of integration of processes and data, emerging technologies are

facilitating the change. Though technology evolves in many forms, of most

interest is the evolution of data management technology. The fundamental I
technology trends here can be observed in three major areas: 1) database
management systems, 2) distributed, heterogeneous data management, and 3) I
data dictionaries/ directories.

Database Management

With the strong emergence of relational database management I
technology, supported by the wide acceptance by major hardware

vendors of the American National Standards Institute's Structured
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Query Language (SQL) standard, there is little doubt that, over the next

decade, relational database management will become the single
strongest technical force in providing future applications solutions.

There are many important reasons why this is true. The facts of the
I SQL standard and the strengthening support of major hardware

vendors (particularly IBM) are clearly important. But more important,5 relational database management is the key to accelerate many other
trends, such as distributed data processing and user-controlled
application solutions. Both IBM and DEC have announced that
relation- database management systems are pivotal to their future
product architectures. Further, because of the widespread acceptance by
customers and vendors alike of the SQL standard, relational database
management is rapidly becoming insensitive to its hardware platform.
It is currently being offered by PC vendors, workstation vendors, and
mainframe vendors based on the SQL standard. As a result, relational

I database management is becoming an integral part of the "open system
solution" being touted by all major suppliers.

1 Even more important than its emerging acceptance as "the" database

management facility of the future for "all" hardware platforms,
relational database management technology is much more extensible
than predecessor database management technologies. Relational

Sdatabase management is seen throughout the industry as the natural
bridge to even more advanced forms of database management such as
"object-oriented" database management, an important technology

underlying the emergence and growth of artificial intelligence.

i Distributed, Heterogeneous Data Management

3 One of the most aggravating situations faced by manufacturers is the
simple fact that their databases are scattered all over the place, on

I different computers, from different vendors, in different application
systems, and controlled by different database management systems.I
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Since few believe that all of these databases can be integrated into a

homogeneous environment, most are committed to developing I
technology that will integrate them where they stand. This technology

is generally called distributed, heterogeneous data management

technology, or more simply, "integration technology."

For the last decade, researchers have been working on the I
development of practical integration technology. Significant

breakthroughs have been made by research programs such as the 5
Integrated Design Support System (IDS) and the Integrated Information

Support System (IISS), both sponsored by the Air Force; Multibase, I
sponsored by the Navy; IPAD, sponsored by NASA; and IMDAS,

sponsored by the NIST Advanced Manufacturing Research Facility

(AMRF). Some commercial vendors have moved to produce

integration technology products such as TRW's CIM Engine.

Integration technology presents an extremely challenging problem to
technology vendors, and it has received intense evaluation by both

IBM and DEC. i

Data Dictionaries/Repositories 3
At the heart of the data management solution is what is called the data

dictionary. This technology is basically an automated library control

system used to manage and control data stored in databases. Recently,
ANSI approved an Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS) 5
standard, and this standard has set the stage for a more efficient

evolution of data dictionary technology. Major technology vendors are 5
moving aggressively in the data dictionary direction, particularly as

data dictionaries affect distributed, heterogeneous database

management.

These trends in shifting business strategies, approaches to enterprise I
integration, and standardization of enabling technologies play an important

role in the establishment of an architecture for a CALS Phase II. Although i
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the requirements of the government, as the customer and as a majorI consumer of technical data, will influence the architecture, the best solutions
can only be found within the context of a natural migration of industry3 capabilities toward a shared vision of a CALS Phase II environment.

I Example of Trends

Though there are numerous examples from Aerospace/ Defense of how theseI four critical trends are being assimilated into automation strategies, the
example shown in Figure 2-4 is one of the most descriptive. The example5 comes firom Martin Marietta's Electronics and Missile Division, and
represents a three-year strategy for integrating CIEM, PDD, ICIM, and IRM

into one consolidated thrust.
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Martin's architecture was developed specifically in response to its business 5
strategy of reducing costs and increasing flexibility in response to customer

needs by integrating its internal product configuration management, design, 3
manufacturing, and support systems, and by linking those systems to supplier

and customer systems. Its next step is to formalize an internal control

structure for this architecture, and subsequently to modernize its delivery

systems architecture.

Of critical importance in the Martin Marietta architecture is the central role of

data management in controlling the definition prod ict data; internal I
integration of program management, engineering, production, and logistics;

and integration with subcontractors and customers. Martin's basic strategy is

to use the data management "node" as the primary access point and

integration mechanism for all internal and external application systems.

I
I
!

I

I
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Section 3.
Concepts for a CALS Phase II Architecture

S3.1 Objectives of the CALS Phase II Architecture

The CALS Phase II Architecture is intended to create a common industry and
government vision for a future environment that supports integrated and

I shared technical data throughout the weapon system life cycle. This vision,
developed from a top-down perspective, will serve as a guide for both
managerial and technological changes with a primary focus on the

development of standard interfaces for the required interaction between
contractors and government organizations.

Although few organizations have yet mastered enterprise-wide integration,3 the CALS Phase 11 Architecture must take on the even larger issue of inter-

organizational integration throughout a weapon system life cycle. The
Architecture must, therefore, recognrize and support the value chains that
result from the interrelationships of autonomous organizations. To create
the ultimate win-win strategy for government and industry, the overall

Architecture must be consistent with the internal integration strategies of
both government organizations and defense contractors. It must also deal
with the legacy of today's systems and the need to evolve rather than start
over.

The primary goal of CALS Phase II is to provide an environment in which
the technical data of a specific weapon system is logically integrated and

shared among contractors and government organizations throughout the
weapon system life cycle. This environment will result in an Integrated
Weapon System Database (IWSDB) that manages common digital data
defining configuration, design, manufacturing, and logistic support

information for each specific weapon system. Although an IWSDB is
logically integrated, thus providing uniform on-line access by all users, the
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actual data will be physically distributed among contracting elements. Each
RISDB will provide rapid and secure availability of technical information to
both DoD and industry contracting elements throughout the lifetime of the
weapon system. The ability for elements of the DoD to have on-line access to
an IWSDB will ultimately replace the need for technical data deliverables in
paper/microfiche form (CALS Phase 0) and even in digital document form as 1
supported by CALS Phase I standards.

Access to an IWSDB is provided by a "Contractor Integrated Technical I
Information Service" (CITIS). This standardized service is delivered through
inter-connected computing networks and application software program;s that
are utilized by the contractor team to enter, update, manage, and retriev-e data
from various internal technical databases to support a specific weapon system. 3
Overall responsibilities to manage access to an IWSDB may migrate between
contractors and government organizations during the weapon system life
cycle.

A common set of generic requirements for an IWSDB and its associated CITIS I
will serve as a reference model for specific individual implementations.

Together, the IWSDB and its associated CITIS comprise the implementable I
elements of the CALS Phase II Architecture that are managed and controlled
for each specific weapon system. Individual weapon system programs may I
modify or extend the reference architecture. However, because each ,VSDB
will be implemented consistent with the Data Standards defined in the CALS 5
Data Dictionary - and maintained in a CALS Data Dictionary System - and
each weapon system's CITIS will be provided according to CALS Functional

and Technical Standards, over time, a high degree of consistency and inter- I
relatability across weapon system programs will be achieved.

Although substantial improvements are being made regularly, in today's
environment many existing contractor technical information systems are, at 3
best, only partially integrated. That is, only a portion of the data stored in
them and the functions performed by them are consistent or compatible, 3
requiring little or no translation. In order to achieve an "integrated"
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environment, Functional and Technical Standards defined in the context of a

standard reference architecture are needed for building or retrofitting
contractor technical information systems to support a specific weapon system3 program. Technical Standards will facilitate the inter-connectability of

computing networks and Functional Standards will define Contractor3 Integrated Technical Information Service (CITIS) from the end-user

perspective.

I In addition to requiring integration of the prime contractor's internal data

and processes, CALS Phase II requires integration of prime contractor data and

processes with subcontractor and vendor data and processes, and with GFI, as
appropriate for each weapon system.

Traditionally, technical data automation efforts have focused primarily on3 support for functions internal to prime or major subcontractors. Thus, most

architectures for CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) and CIEM
(Computer Integrated Engineering and Manufacturing) do not address

requirements to integrate multi-organization design and manufacturing
teams, much less support the concepts of an IWSDB. Only recently has the
manufacturing industry begun to recognize the need to address "inter-
organizational" CIM (ICIM). Some leading manufacturers, particularly in the3 automotive industry, have established technical data networks with their
suppliers. These initial trading partner networks, however, generally lack the
flexibility and rigor required to support the complex technology of a major

DoD weapon system throughout its entire life cycle.

U The IWSDB identifies the logical interrelationships and semantic definitions
of the configuration, engineering, and support data that must be shared by3 contracting team members to manage specific weapon system data required to
sustain a weapon system throughout its life cycle. The requirements for an

I IWSDB will ultimately be reflected in a CITIS procurement specification by
means of CALS Data Standards. The goal of the Preliminary CALS Phase II
Architecture is to identify the overall scope and objectives of the IWSDB and

its associated CITIS and to outline a strategy to develop the procurement
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specification. Rather than automate redundant data in document form, the 3
IWSDB specification defines an integrated data structure that supports multi-

use digital models of weapon system characteristics. The proposed data

architectures of PDES and MIL-STD 1388-2B provide a baseline for the IWSDB I
specification, which must be validated against the requirements of existing

weapon system programs and contracting practices. i

The functional application of integrated weapon system technical I
information to support various contractor, subcontractor, and government
life cycle activities will also ultimately be defined by a CITIS procurement

specification. The functional architecture of this procureme- t specification

will be implementable as CALS standards for application development and

will generate information consistent with CALS Functional Standards. I
Current CALS Phase I functionally-oriented standards, along with emerging
functional requirements for ILS and Concurrent Engineering, provide the i
basis for future CALS ->ase II Functional Standards consistent with the
concepts of an IWSDB and associated CITIS. 3
The functional requirements and role of an IWSDB and its associated CITIS

change throughout the entire weapon system life cycle. The CALS Phase II

Architecture must address all phases of the weapon system life cycle, i
including the following:

* Concept Exploration Phase 3
* Concept Demonstration/Validation Phase

* Full-Scale Development Phase i
* Production Phase

# Operation and Support Phase •

The concept of an IWSDB is based on logical and not necessarily physical

integration of a weapon system's technical data. The definition of an i
IWSDBs logical structure provides a set of rules for specifying how technical
and support data can be 'Pully integrated across physically distributed databases. I
These physically distributed databases include subcontractor and vendor I
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databases, as well as prime contractor and government databases; therefore, a
j basic architecture for networking the prime contractor with both government

and subcontractor databases must ultimately be defined. This network3 architecture will be implementable according to CALS Technical Standards
for systems interconnection and communications protocols, referenced by the3 CITIS procurement specification. An ancillary objective of the Preliminary
CALS Phase II Architecture is to identify the overall scope and objectives of a
contractor's Internal Architecture and to understand the technical dynamics

of prime, subcontractor, vendor, and government interaction within the
context of an IWSDB. The Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture supports a3 strategy to migrate from informwtion exchange based on the transmission of
documents and stand-alone files, to data sharing based on transactions against3 shared integrated databases, which are consistent because they have been
validated against the data integrity rules contained in the IWSDB.

I The automated support of a weapon system's technical information must rely

on multiple, heterogeneous computer systems managed and controlled by

independent organizations, each with its own internal technical standards
and business objectives. This results in dissimilar and incompatible3 Ihardware and software systems operating on a concurrent basis, even within
individual organizations. While these systems may meet the objectives for3 which each was designed, their heterogeneity presents a major obstacle to
ready access and assimilation of the technical information they contain.

I The problem of managing distributed heterogeneous information systems is

common to many industries, ranging from manufacturing to banking to
retail distribution. These "complex information systems" must be geared to

span applications, functional areas, organizational boundaries, and
geographic separations in order to present a unified picture to the user.

When designing complex information systems, it is necessary to look at a
I number of interrelated strategic, technical, and organizational issues.

Strategic issues include inducing cooperation between multiple, diverse

organizations, each with its own goals, priorities, and security needs. One
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critical success factor for such cooperation is participant consensus on the

issue of access to each other's technical information. There is a critical need I
to clearly define the domains of shared information, to agree on a set of rules
that will be used to control the data from which shared information is
derived, the potential benefit of data sharing and information sharing to each
participant, and the role and the responsibility of each with regard to specific 3
technical implementations that support the environment.

Under technical issues, the evolution and physical interconnection and I
management of distributed heterogeneous information systems and databases

mu-t be addressed. In addition to physical connectivity issues, it becomes 3
essential to establish new techniques for incorporating logical connectivity,
across systems. Such techniques employ ideas from the fields of database l
technology, communication technology, and knowledge engineering.

The CALS. Phase II Architecture must serve as the foundation for automating 1
the inter-oiganizational efficiency in all stages of a weapon system's life cycle.

The resulting organizational issues centered on the process of making U
controlled changes in complex organizational environments must be
addressed before an IWSDB and associated CITIS implementation plan will be l

successful.

3.2 The Central Role of Information Asset Management

The long-term objective of CALS is to have an environment in which all the l
technical information required to design, manufacture, operate, and maintain

a weapon system is available electronically through on-line access to an U
integrated database that ensures the currency and integrity of these data.

Instead of producing documents in hardcopy form or even in electronic3
document form, such a system would generate the required information
from the database as needed and in the form needed. Ultimately, the I
integrated database must be capable of supporting automated interpretation of
weapon system characteristics in order to drive advanced application systems

without the need for human interpretation of the data. This is a long-term

DACOMi
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goal that will require resolution of a number of managerial, as well as

I technical issues; however, some very significant capabilities can be
implemented in the near-term and, with the proper architectural planning,

* these near-term improvements can contribute toward the long-term solution.
Without proper consideration for the long-term architecture, however, some3 near-term enhancements may actually inhibit future integration.

Although considerable investment has been made in automation of all

aspects of design, manufacturing, and product support over the last thirty
years, most of this automation has been put into place without the benefit of a3 plan for enterprise-wide integration, much less a plan for integrating
government components, prime contractors, co-designers, subcontractors,

I suppliers, second-source producers, and other organizations that must
interact throughout the life cycle of a major weapon system. The
predominate approach has been one of automating specific functions within a

particular organization. (See Figure 3-1.) The result of applying this approach
over time is the serial distribution of data, where the output of one system is
modified to serve as an input to another system. Multiple acquisition of the

same data often results when the data from one system is not in a suitable
form for use by another system. Currency and integrity control of data is

extremely difficult, if not impossible, in this environment.

3 The need for integration has grown from the bottom up. As the overlap in
functionally-oriented systems was recognized, new systems have been

identified with broader and broader scopes. Basic CAD systems, for example,
are being replaced with more comprehensive systems that use a common

3 database for design, engineering analysis, and manufacturing planning.

Ultimately, it must be recognized that broad scale integrated systems that cut
* across organizational boundaries cannot be developed using traditional

functional automation system design concepts and techniques. Thus, the

need for an information asset management approach that builds reusable

shared databases from an enterprise perspective is gaining widespread
recognition. Under this approach, data are identified from the common

perspective of the environment being integrated, and a single source of
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Characteris!ics

Multiple I
Source Acquisition

1st User A

Applications Applic, Eatre"sadofAtmin.

2nd User Figure 3Appicatiore Si al

Sou rcDistribution

3rd User

4th User Appication demand"__

Applications A, B, C. D, & E are "Islands of Automation."
Currency and integrity control is difficult and expensive.

Figure 3-1 "Applications-Oriented" Systems Design

Charactgristics

Consoli'dated
Source AcquisitionI

Shared Data Integrity5
Banks Control

I
AlpiaoApplica tor Applicaton c A ppfaion Applicator ).pfica~lon Parallel3Users AB C D E F Distribution

Shared pool of reusable data is provided
to applications "on demand"I

Figure 3-2 "Data-Oriented" Systems Design
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acquisition is established for each unique type of data. The result is a pool of
reusable data with controlled integrity and currency. Parallel distribution of
the data can then be made to various functional applications as needed. (See

Figure 3-2.) This approach supports a basic government objective to "buy data
once and reuse it many times."

The information asset management concept offers a viable approach for the
I establishment of a CALS Phase U environment that can satisfy both contractor

internal integration needs and support the requirements of subcontractors,

vendors, and government components. A number of problems, however,
must be solved in order to fully implem.,it the approach. First of all, a
common understanding and acceptance of the long-term architecture must be
achieved between government and industry. Not only must the ability to
satisfy government requirements for information access be demonstrated, but3 also the architecture must address contractor internal integration needs in
order to be accepted by irdustry. The major investment in existing systems3 will most likely be an inhibitor to this acceptance. An evolutionary strategy
will be required to either retrofit existing systems to the new architecture or
replace them. The current environment of multiple source data acquisition

makes the job of retrofitting more difficult.

I A system architecture that supports a wide area computing network also
presents some unique technical challenges. The potentially vast amounts of
Sdata will dictate a distributed database management support system, even
though the data must be defined and managed as one logically integrated
database. The establishment of standard data dictionaries that rigorously

define shared weapon system technical data will be important to managing
* the distributed databases.

In addition to retrofitting internal contractor functional application systems
and databases, government requirements for the delivery of technical data
must be restated in terms that are consistent with the CALS Phase II

architectural concepts. Many CDRLs in today's environment are heavily

oriented toward documents in either hardcopy or electronic form. These
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requirements must be restated to identify non-redundant data requirements

for an integrated database environment.

3.3 The Three Architecture Concept 1
The central theme of Information Asset Management in a complex

information system is an infrastructure that allows alternative, self-sufficient

component subsystems to be utilized as long as they conform to standard

rules defined for the overall environment. Multiple, self sufficient

subsystems that conform to a consistent set of standard rules are deemed to be
"integrated." I
Although the idea of standard rules is most often applied through standard
functional interfaces and protocols at the communication and operating

system level to create an environment of "cooperating" computing systems,

the CALS Phase II Architecture makes a major advancement by applying the

standard ru.le concept to information itself. It addresses the issues of standard

data rules, which are used for controlling the quality and integrity of

information, not just the connectivity of computer hardware or the
interoperability of systems software. The importance of standard data rules in n

controlling a complex information system is embodied in the "three
architecture concept" presented in the 1987 CALS Framework. 3
The three architecture concept is an extension to the 1977 ANSI/X3/SPARC

study on the standardization of data management systems. Expounding the
"Three Schema Architecture," the ANSI report observed that traditional dataS~I
management systems manage data in two separate structures or "schemas,"
an "internal schema" as seen by the system and an "external schema" as seen

by the user. The report noted that to manage data effectively requires a third
structure, called the "conceptual schema." This structure must be

independent of, but transformable into, the other two structures. It represents

a neutral, independent set of data rules that are used to control multiple,
derivative data structures.
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The role of the conceptual schema in the three schema concept is to provide a
single, unambiguous, internally consistent, and minimally redundant set of
internal rules that control the data resource independently of both functional
applications and computer implementations. Application and
implementation views are mapped to the conceptual view to provide
flexibility and integrity control, as well as data integration.

External Schemas Conceptual Schema Internal Schemas

II

Figure 3-3 Three Schema Architecture

!

I The Three CALS Architectures

Considerable effort has already gone into the definition of a CALS

I Framework, and this framework provides the point of departure for the

Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture. The draft CALS Framework
douet developed iMacof1987, defines three elemental architectures

U docMeatnnnarh o

for the CALS environment based on the Information Asset Management

the following:

I
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" External Architecture which defines the user view of the

information req, lired to support various functional applications.

", Internal Architecture which defines the computer systems 3
technology necessary to automate the required information.

" Control Architecture which defines functional, technical, and data

standards and procedures for maintaining alignment between the

External and Internal Architectures.

S....... •control Architecture-

Functional' Date Tech ni cal

Standards Standards I Standard H!agdW Applicat-on
Mil Sid, AItias I9GES //Areas

Ufa Cycle Activities 1388-1/2A Operating Systems

5000.40 GOSIP Communications

Di KS Development Tools
Design 5000.39 integrated Is00.3t
Poducl Ml Std 1i IDEF1X I SGML User Interface Facilities

I Database Management Systems

Manufacture 
Exchange File Formats

Product t I =.

i : Ii

External Architecture Internal Architecture

Figure 3-4 CALS Architectures i

The purpose of the Control Architecture is to specify functional, technical, i
and (for CALS Phase II) data standards that are independent of specific user

requirements (defined by the External Architecture) and of specific i
applications, databases, hardware, and software implementations (defined by

the Internal Architecture). i
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The Internal Architecture defines the specific hardware and software

technology that will be used to implement the shared data resource for
application across all life cycle functions. In order to develop a CITIS delivery

system and to demonstrate an implementation of an IWSDB, the Internal
Architecture should be based on available technology with mappings to an

integrated data structure and required functional views. The Internal

Architecture must address issues such as geographical location of users, data

volumes and access patterns, and user interface requirements. A number of
Internal Architecture strategies for distributed heterogeneous database access

have been studied, including the work of the Air "orce IISS and IDS
programs. In addition, a number of major defense coiaractors, hardware and
software vendors, and telecommunication suppliers are working to establish
Intenial Architectures for management and use of technical data.

I The three architectures map to the Zachman Framework as shown in FigureI 3-5.

Functions Data Network
IExternal [

* A rchitecture .................... ..

Control
Architecture

I Internal ........ ..............
* Architecture ........ _ _................................

1 Figure 3-5 Three Architecture Framework Mappings

I
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3.4 The CALS Control Architecture I
The CALS Control Architecture, as defined in the CALS Framework,

identifies three types of standards:

o Functional Standards - e.g., MIL-STD-1388, DOD-STD-100, which

define the information requirements to support various life cycle

processes and functions,

* Technical Standards - e.g., SGML and GOSIP, which define the

hardware, .;ystem software, application software, data management 3
software, and communications technology used to define a specific

delivery system, i

0 Data Standards - which define the underlying integrated data

structure independent of any functional application or computer

implementation format.

The three forms of CALS standards map to the Zachman Framework as
shown in Figure 3-6.

Functions Data Network

.............. I
Control Functional Data Technical

Architectu re( Standards Standards Standards

Figure 3-6 Control Architecture Framework i
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CALS Phase II versus CALS Phase I

Phase I of the CALS Program is focused on near-term objectives which make
use of existing standards. A subset of available standards was selected to

create a draft CALS Phase 1.0 Core Requirements document. The initial set of

standards included MIL-STD 1840A, SGML, the CCITT Group 4 raster scan

standard, IGES, GOSIP, and DDN. A "CALS Implementation Guide for

Weapon System Acquisition" was also developed as a military handbook for
applying the CALS Phase 1.0 Core Requirements. The initial standards and

* guidelines will be continually refined through subsequent releases.

Standardization efforts to date have focused on Functional and Technical

Standards, rather than Data Standards. Data Standards that are truly
independent of specific applications and implementation technologies do not

yet exist. The data modeling efforts of the Product Data Exchange

Specification (PDES) project and the MIL-STD 1388-2B development project,
I however, provide the initial basis for independent Data Standards for

industry. Industry-wide Data Standards will be an important part of the long-

range CALS goal to create an integrated environment.

CALS Phase I is focused on standards that support the building of interfaces or
bridges between independent systems. Most of today's engineering,

manufacturing, and logistics systems have been built without formally

defining a conceptual schema; therefore, the standards for interfacing have
focused on functional standards that provide for document exchange at the
external schema level or technical standards that provide for file exchange at

the internal schema level.

Document-based exchange often requires human interpretation and reentry

of the data for processing by the receiving system. This is even true when a

digitized version of the document is used. The use of digitized engineering
drawings is an example of redundant digital information requiring human

interpretation.
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File exchange generally requires translators to be built to move data from one I
system to another. Since both the sending and receiving systems only

support their own internal views of the data, the proper meanings of the data

may be lost because of a misalignment of the views or improper semantic

interpretations of the data. Many of the reported problems with IGES are a i

prime example of the difficulties that may be encountered.

The three schema architecture provides an improvement opportunity over I
the typical document and file exchange scenarios. Even though two systems

may be developed and operated independently, if they share a common 3
conceptual schema (a common set of internal rules for control of their data)
they should be able to properly interpret and use exchanged or shared data. 3
The functional, technical, and data standards defined by the Phase HI CALS

Control Architecture should provide for a consistent mapping from External
Architectu-re requirements to Internal Architecture implementation as

shown in Figure 3-7. Functional Standards control how functional

requirements are satisfied by application software; Data Standards control

how information requirements are satisfied by shared databases; and

Technical Standards control how networking requirements (organizational

interactions) are satisfied by computing hardware and software networks.

Current "data standards" exist only at the lower "technology constrained"
levels of the Zachman matrix. MIL-STD 1388-2B, for example, identifies

Logistic Support Analysis data using SQL table definitions based on current

relational database technology. The use of a language such as IDEFIX, a I
commonly used semantic data modeling language developed by the Air

Force, provides a standard definition language for describing data standardsi

that are not technologically constrained, and which can therefore become part

of the CALS Control Architecture. The IDEFIX representations of PDES and

the future IDEF1X representation of MIL-STD 1388-2B are future reference

models for CALS Data Standards.
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Functions Data Network

External Functional Data Network

Architecture "Requefmherf1ts "P ieqrements"'eqirements

Control Functional Data Technical

Architecture Standards Standards Standards

Internal "FUM961ma- ...- Shad....
Arcitctue pplications Database: Netwoprk

_ _ II. ....

l ~ ~~~A rc h ite ctu re .I p•Lc~.LoL~ ....Dabae.................o......

Figure 3-7 Role of Control Architecture Standards

I Current Phase I "functional standards" are also described at the "technology

constrained" levels. DOD-STD 100, for example, describes engineering

drawing information based on a paper/microfiche document format.

Functional Standards for CALS Phase II must ultimately be independent of

the implementation technology.

"Technical standards" generally deal with only lower level "technology

constrained" definitions of computer systems. Networking topologies in the

CALS Phase II environment should be defined independent of specific

operating systems, communications protocols and other technical standards.

However, sufficient standards must be in place to allow for the

interconnection of prime, sub, and government internal networks. Database

portability, software portability, and standard user interfaces are also issues

that must be addressed by Technical Standards.
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Section 4

I CALS Phase II Architecture Requirements
I

4.1 External Architecture Requirements

According to the CALS architectural framework, the External Architecture

I describes the target system from the user viewpoint in terms of its scope and
the business model which it will support. Defining the user's view of a CALS
Phase II environment is a complex problem since no single user or

organization has a full appreciation of all the requirements for the total

system. The DoD logistics infrastructure, as the customer and weapon system

user, has specific requirements for the IWSDB and associated CITIS which

must be identified and evaluated. These requirements define an External

External Architectures External Architectures

I"

CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE........ 1.~ I ......I......
SContractor Teamn "

I r.
Figure 4-1 DoD and Contractor External Architectures
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Architecture from a DoD view that must be satisfied by the contractor team's
Internal Architecture. The functional, data, and technical standards definedI

by a common CALS Control Architecture must support the mapping of DoEU

External Architectures to the Contractor Team Internal Architectures, as

illustrated in Figure 4-1.

The contractor team will also have its own External Architecture for the

CITIS delivery system. Although the prime contractor will generally have 3
the respcnsibility of putting the CITIS delivery system in place, the weapon

system technical data it manages may migrate from contractor to contractor

cver the life cycle of the weapon system. Therefore, a clear definition of the

overall user view of an IWSDB and its associated CITIS is critical and requires

agreement from all organizations that support the weapon system life cycle.

Business Strategies 3
The CALS Phase II Architecture must recognize and support basic business 3
strategies that are common in the defense industry. Defense industry

business strategies must address the following areas: 3
* Multi-phase/multi-contract development programs i
* Multi-corporation development teams

* Government-furnished information and equipment

* Government-owned and contractor-managed technical data i

Multi-phase, multi-contract weapon systems development programs require

support for migration of technical data from contractor to contractor or from

contractor to government. Ultimately, CITIS may need to be contracted for

separately from weapon system development contracts in order to guarantee

continuity in the management of the technical data. The NASA Space

Station Program, for example, has an independent contractor for its Technical i
and Management Information System (TMIS) that will support all contractors

and NASA centers throughout the life cycle of the Space Station. 3
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Today's complex weapon systems cannot be designed and built by a single

contractor. This means the IWSDB and associated CITIS must support the
requirements of a multi-corporation development team. Each team member

has its own internal standards and preferred methods of operation, which
adds greatly to the problem of integration in a heterogeneous environment.3 The provided CITIS must support access and use of the IWSDB by
development team members, as well as government agencies. Furthermore,' in order to create a win-win environment for government and industry,

establishment of CITIS capabilities must add to the competitive advantage of
the development team in or~der to promote development and use of an

IWSDB.

I In commercial manufacturing industries, such as the automotive industry,
prime contractors have been able to create technical information system
networks with their suppliers by dictating specific hardware and software.
This approach is not practical, however, for the defense industry since a high
percentage of subcontractors are common between many weapon system
programs. In fact, even at the prime contractor level, any two contractors are

often partners on one weapon system program while competitors on another

program.

I Ultimately, subcontractors will benefit the most from a standard "open
system" architecture for CALS Phase II, since it will allow them to work

*• efficiently with a variety of prime contractors without having to install and

maintain separate systems for each prime contractor. Currently, a

subcontractor would need CADD, NCAD, and CADAM to have full digital

interchange with McDonnell Douglas, Northrop, and Lockheed.

I The government itself must be considered as part of the overall development

team that is supported by CITIS capabilities. In addition to review and
approval of technical information, the government may also perform design

engineering, manufacturing, and product support functions. In some cases,
such as overhaul and modification, a government organization may actually
compete with commercial contractors. The government may also contract
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directly for some components that are common across several programs, such

as jet engines, rather than subcontracting through a prime contractor. The

government must then be responsible, either directly or indirectly, through

the associate prime, for supplying the necessary technical information to the 3
prime and for furnishing the actual component.

The primary lines of responsibilities for weapons system development and

support gradually change over the life cycle. This concept is illustrated in

Figure 4-2. In the initial acquisition phase the government primarily deals

with a few contractors. Once the initial design and development are

completed, second-source suppliers and replacemen- contractors - -e

introduced. Ultimately the government, as the owner of the weapon system,

must assume a greater role of coordinating the technical activities of even 3
second and third tier subcontractors.

CD FSD Prod Operational Deoloyment I I

MENS Retirement

Information Flow Structure

Level 1

Govrime Cntractors•I

aIsi 
:1y

:~ ~ ~ s Tiero• Sub ev ,,olves to "II "\\I

• ~VendorsI

Figure 4-2 Life Cycle Responsibility Changes 3
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* Since the government pays for the engineering costs as well as the

manufacturing costs, most of the new technical data created for a weapon

system is legally owned by the government and is typically supplied by the

contractor as a contract delivery item. The prime contractor and the

associated subcontractors, however, are better able to maintain the data since

they are the creators. A new business strategy that will be supported by CALS

Phase II is to allow government-owned technical data to be contractor
managed and maintained. This strategy is already being used on a limited

basis throughout the services, at least during the acquisition phase of the life
cycle. In order to effectively use contractor-maintained technical data,
modernization of the government lo6.'stics infrastructure must be consistent
with the contractor's CITIS capabilities.

Data security is obviously an important issue for any weapon system
program. The creation of an integrated database means access security is even
more critical since a breakdown in security could result in loss of the entire
weapon system specfication. Since most contractors have proprietary
knowledge which gives them a competitive advantage, security of contractor3 private information is also a major concern that must be addressed before
government and other development team members are allowed direct access
to a contractor's database. Several major contractors have solved this issue

within limited functional areas.

I Organizational Support

The goal of CITIS should be to support all users of technical information
throughout the weapon system life cycle. Some weapon system programs
have reported involvement of more than 20,000 organizations. The generai

categories of organizations include government organizations, prime and co-
prime contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers. Figure 4-3 provides a brief
list of the types of organizational roles that must be supported by CITIS.

I
I
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Government
"* Program Office ContractorsU

"* Logistics Centers • Design Prime Contractor

"* Command Centers * Co-Designer

GFE Contractors

Subcontractors • Production Prime Contractor i
"* Design Subcontractors • Co-Producer (Dual Source)

" Manufacturing • Second Source Producers
Subcontractors

" Suppliers (std parts) Support Contractor

Figure 4-3 CALS Phase 1i Organizational Support I
I

Functional. Discipline Support

Each organization requires support for multiple disciplines within the i

organization, as well as intercommunications between organizations. The

basic disciplines that require support within the various organizations I
include management, engineering, manufacturing, and logistics.

Traditionally, the engineering, manufacturing, and logistics disciplines have

been thought of as having serial responsibility as the weapon system 3
progressed through its life cycle. However, the concept of concurrent

engineering is highlighting the need to have active involvement of all three
IIdisciplines throughout the life cycle. The requirement to support concurrent

engineering is further compounded when considering the distribution of

various life cycle disciplines across multiple organizations.

I
I
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I

I Authoring

Manufacturing

RP ! IProvisioning •fAuthoring

I r• Government Activity

IAssociate Primel lSubcontractor

S~Figure 4-4 CALS Phase 11 Functional Support

i Life Cycle Support

Future CITIS and the resulting rWSDB must support all users through all
i phases of a weapon system life cycle. This includes support for the typical life

cycle phases:

II
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* Conceptual Exploration

* Concept Demonstration/Validation I
* Full-Scale Development

* Production

* Operation and Support I
The technical data created in each phase is used and expanded in the next

phase. A number of activity models have been developed to describe the

functions of an aerospace enterprise, including the USAF Factory of the

Future Framework. However, an integrated activity model of the total

weapon system life cycle is needed to rigorously define an activity-based U
business model for CALS Phase II. Figure 4-5 provides a simplified view of

life cycle activities for a weapon system. The following paragraphs discuss the

role of CITIS in each life cycle phase.

Program Plans and Bu¢EkoS I

Wealon and

TechnologyeDesan und irrrrig

Prototyppe

oesjie'nni andiemrn IanclRqieetMaleriaCM pon~rent Deiail Design a•d

Speiiations Full Scale Fo .... I '" -q*aDevelopment .a you -.° i.°ing tw• on=,°o o I
Pa, s anti Materials . Production/ / I Ursl

II
Operation M

and Support3

Figure 4-5 Life Cycle Activities

Role of CITIS in the Concept Exploration Phase I

In this phase of the life cycle, the contractor will begin to set up the delivery 3
system and database structures for CITIS. GFI will include performance
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3 schedules and cost parameters for trade-off analysis. Multiple contractors may

be competing to explore system design concepts through relatively short-term

planning contracts. The GFI will include operational test conditions, mission

performance criteria, and life cycle cost factors.

I As the IWSDB and associated CITIS is initially established, it is important to

recognize different types of data status. An 1WSDB must have the capability

of distinguishing among, and providing visibility and accessibility of the

following data status:

Working Data - The government may L- ; provided a read-only

capability for in-process review of selected initial or change

data/information (using partitioned databases or other appropriate
* techniques).

Submitted Data - The IWSDB stored data released for review and3 approval must have a method for incorporation of government-
proposed changes and feedback to working data files, while3 maintaining version control and protection against unauthorized

changes.

I Approved Data - Data that have been reviewed and approved by the

government are archived and require additional controls against

unauthorized changes.

Role of CITIS in the Concept DemonstrationlValidation Phase

At this stage of the life cycle, a CITIS must support development, fabrication

and testing of prototype systems. The rWSDB is oriented primarily around
functional subsystems that are required to define the total weapon system.

Most weapon system functional requirements will be translated to technical

specifications. GFI will expand to include production planning data such as

I broad cost, schedule, operational effectiveness, operational suitability goals,

and thresholds. Design changes still occur frequently and positive controlI
DACOM
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must be maintained over the designation of working, submitted, and

approved data.

Another important requirement for CITIS in this phase is support for I
concurrent engineering. As stated in the CALS Handbook (MIL-HDBK-54),

concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to creating a product design 3
that considers all elements of the product life cycle from conception through

disposal. In so doing, concurrent engineering simultaneously defines the

product, its manufacturing processes, and all other required life cycle

processes, such as logistic support. Concurrent engineering is not the

arbitrary elimina:.'on of a phase of the existing, sequential, feed-forward

engineering process, but rather the co-design of all downstream processes

toward a more all-encompassing, cost-effective optimum. Concurrent

engineering is an integrated design approach that takes into account all

desired downstream characteristics during upstream phases to produce a

more robust design that is tolerant of manufacturing and use variation, at less

cost than sequential design. It affects all system procurement activities from 3
Milestone 0 (concept definition and exploration) to the start of Milestone III

(the end of full-scale development). 3
Role of CITIS in the Full-Scale Development Phase

The scope of IWSDB expands now to fill out the production schedule and
provisioning requirements. The engineering and manufacturing 3
specification must be extended to include a complete definition of support

specifications prior to production commitment. The primary orientation of

the IWSDB is extended from subsystems to detail part numbers with specific

production effectivity. The first and second tier of subcontractors and their

supporting vendors will be in place and the stream of technical data will flow I
between subcontractors, the prime contractor, and the government.

Engineering design and analysis data is extended with manufacturing 3
specifications. As the volume of changes requiring government approval

increases, the importance of on-line access intensifies. The continued 5
I
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positive control of data status and versioning are an implicit part of the
required CITIS capabilities in the full-scale development phase.

I Role of CITIS in the Production Phase

3 At this stage of the weapon system life cycle, the IWSDB is relatively complete
and is in place to support delivery of the weapon system. A key event is3 delivery of the weapon system to the government and the need for
configuration management by version (tail number in the case of aircraft or
hull number in the case of ships) becomes important. Once delivery occurs
and the ship or aircraft enters the operation support phase, the program's
CITIS must be capable of supporting a larger population of users.

Historically, most of the data associated with a weapon system were (and in
Sfact still are) delivered in various hardcopy formats. Although required in all

phases, the on-line government access capability requires the acquisition
manager to make some new choices concerning the data processing categories
required to support the weapon system during the operation and support
phase.

Role of CITIS in the Operation and Support Phase

The configuration management aspect of an IWSDB takes on critical
importance in the operation and support phase. The IWSDB must
accommodate integration of old data, generated in the development phase,
and new data resulting from field operations. CITIS capabilities must provide
support for logistics functions, depot and field modifications, personnel
training for system operation and maintenance, and field experience feedback
requiring design modifications. In essence, the requirements for CITIS
capabilities now include all the requirements of the previous phases plus the3 requirement to provide closed loop communications between the
development contractors and depot and field support organizations.

I
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The CITIS delivery system in this phase of operation must be flexible and

capable of expansion as more and more units are produced and enter service
in the field. World-wide gathering of field performance data and distribution
of support data presents a significant technical challenge.

Data Sharing between Weapon Systems Programs 3
Although each major weapon system is unique, even at the unit level, a

high-degree of commonalty exists between many weapon systems. Using the
concepts of group technology to exploit this commonalty in the support
function could produce significant benefits, as it has within many
manufacturing operations. Once an IWSDB is established with well-
documented standards and procedures for use of the data, sharing between 3
individual IWSDBs is conceptually an attractive option. Assuming thb

adherence to compatible control architectures, the ability to use common 3
CITIS capabilities and shared databases across weapon system programs
becomes feasible from a technical viewpoint. The key to this data sharing is 3
the development of a comprehensive data dictionary. The factors associated
with data dictionary development are discussed in Section 6. 3
Data Requirements

An IWSDB and its associated CITIS address the technical data associated with
a weapon system. Technical data includes all aspects of product definition 3
including product configuration, shape/size characteristics, functional
characteristics, physical properties, and operational characteristics. The 3
product, in the case of an IWSDB, is a weapon system such as an armored

tank, battleship, aircraft, or missile, including arms, munitions, and ground
support equipment. Product definition is not limited to engineering design
and analysis information; it also includes manufacturing and support

specifications. 3
Although not generally considered technical data, product definition data is 3
closely related to other types of information, such as cost estimates, program

I
DACOM
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tasks and schedules, materials management information, and field operations
data. Therefore, an 1WSDB and its associated CITIS should also provide

support for some aspects of acquisition management and field operations

I management. The primary focus must be on data that is shared between

contractors and/or government organizations.I
A common set of basic technical data can be used to generate a variety of

information reports or screens for functional users. These reports or screens

are referred to as information products. For the most part, these information

products are currently being generated by today's application systems with

some manual intervention. Ultimately, these inform: 'tion products should

be generated on demand as part of the CITIS. Furthermore, by providing an
integrated database of all technical information, new information products,

such as required by concurrent engineering, may be generated. Figure 4-63 provides a list of information products by functional area as identified by the

Digital Information Exchange Task Group of the CALS Task Force.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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Functional Information Areas

Engineering Manufacturing Logistics

Functions: Functions. Functions
Analysis Prototypes Support Planning & Integra!:on
Design Assembly Training
Testing Production Data Coltecion/Freld Service
Reliability/Maintainability Procurement Maintenance Requiremenis
Support Equipment Spares Provisioning
Redesign Inlormation Products: lnhoi Products

gDa: of Materials

Information Products: Supply Data LSA Data
Drawings FSCM Listings Technical Orders

Specifications Tools & Equipment Data Training Materials

Assembly/Pauls List DD 250s Data Coliection Records I
LSA Data Spares Listing

Product DesignlDescription (He"vy usr of Engineenng DOaz) Kit Management Data
Software Documentation S E Management DataSERDS D t Configuration Mgmt Data

"" ~I
Management

Fornctions: Information Products
Scheduling Proposal Manpower/Personnel Contracts
Planning CA Configuration Mgmn. Status l
Status Facilities Variance Analysts Data
Cost Accounting Transportation Billing Reports
Budget Contracts Management Reports of A!! Kinds

Figure 4-6 Information Products Requirements

I

I

I
U
U
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3 4.2 Control Architecture Requirements

The Control Architecture is intended to formally and rigorously define a

CALS Phase H environment that is integrated across all life cycle functional

requirements and independent of any specific implementation technology.

Establishment of a common Control Architecture as a reference model for

establishment of an Integrated Weapon System Database and uniform

Con ractor Integrated Technical Information Service for each individual
weapon system program is critical to achieving CALS Phase II objectives. The3 Control Architecture must allow contractors to retrofit their existing technical
data systems to the greatest extent possible, while establishing an integrated

environment with substantial benefits and maintaining a clear migration
path to exploit rapidly emerging computing technology.

I The dependence on and enormous financial and emotional investment in

legacy systems has been sighted by numerous contractors as the number one
inhibitor to the establishment of an integrated environment, even internally

to a single organization. Legacy systems are also a dominant constraining

Sfactor in the government's ability to receive and use digital technical data.

3 Neither the government nor individual contractors can afford the full-scale

replacement of existing systems. Therefore, the development strategy to

establish a CITIS delivery system must be evolutionary. Interfaces must be

established and maintained with existing systems, but as systems are changed
or replaced, the new developments should conform to the integration

* architecture.

Function Standards

From a conceptual integration viewpoint, a CALS Phase II environment
should provide a logically integrated database, which will directly support a

comprehensive set of advanced life cycle support applications. This concept is

illustrated in Figure 4-7. The key objective is to integrate the functional
processes that support the weapon system life cycle through the sharing of

DACOM
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technical data, both within individual contractor organizations and between

various contractors and government organizations. The incorporation of

logistics support functions as an integral element in a contractor team's

design process is a critical requirement for the overall CALS Program. i
Ultimately, a weapon system's CITIS should have the capability to support all
elements of concurrent engineering, allowing parallel analysis of design, U
manufacturing, and support characteristics, as well as identification of
schedule, cost, and quality drivers, by multiple contractor team members and 3
government organizations.

I
Design Training Material

IWSDB Authoring

Design 1 Maintenancel I
_______ ~*V Planngj

Mfg. Process A-V On-Line
Planning Prvsinn

Material Spares
Requirements and SERD I

Planningj Ordering
', ! Zooling Supportability

Design Analysis 3
Figure 4-7 Integrated Functional Processes 3

The requirement for improved automation can be viewed somewhat

independently from the requirement for process integration. However,
functional processes that depend on human interpretation and processing of

data are more difficult to integrate, since the interpretations are generally I
private rather than shared. The establishment of a shared comprehensive I

DACOM
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3 and robust definition of weapon system characteristics that minimizes the

need for human interpretation will not only allow for improved automation

of individual functions, but will also facilitate the integration of functional

processes.

I The objective of creating data once and using it many times implies that no

single user or application system has complete responsibility for the shared

data. Therefore, functional responsibility must be established for the

management and control of shared data. At least one major defense3 contractor is in the processes of establishing a totally independent functional

organization for the maintenance of product definition data. I he function of
data administration has been recognized for some time to support business

applications and is now beginning to receive recognition for support of

engineering systems.

The basic functions that any information system performs include capture,

3 storage, retrieval, processing, and distribut, n of data. Stand-alone
applications perform all these functions on their own. A shared database
management system provides storage, retrieval and sometimes distribution

as a common service to all applications, thus avoiding the need to create and
maintain duplicate data, since a single system utility maintains the data and
provides it in the desired form to the applications that need it.

I Logical processing functions are also often redundantly implemented across

various application systems. The definition and use of standard logical

processes can also be implemented as part of a shared system utility that

supports multiple functional applications. Not only are new functional

processes easier to automate with such a utility, but data integrity is also

improved since a single consistent interpretation is used. This capability is
already in wide use for lower level system functions, such as standard

3 scientific subroutine libraries, and is consistent with the emerging concepts

for object-oriented programming and rule-based inference engines.

II
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Shared logical processing functions can also be applied at a higher level as a

basic CITIS capability. The CAM-I Geometric Modeling Program, for example, 5
has developed a standard set of commands for application access to a

geometric modeling system. Through the standardized interface a shared 3
geometric modeler serves as a specialized inference engine for multiple

functional application systems, such as generative process planning, which

require part geometry information. A similar concept has been demonstrated

by the USAF PDDI and GMAP Programs. The technology from these

programs is being used on a limited basis by a few defense contractors.

The establishment of reusable fun-tions that support the total weapon system 3
life cycle, as well as the maintenance of shared reusable technical data, is a

principal objective of the Functional Standards of the CALS Phase II Control

Architecture.

Data Standards U
An integrated view of the information topics that should be formally defined I
by Data Standards contained in the CALS Data Dictionary is shown in Figure
4-7. The complete set of Data Standards, defined according to a formal 3
semantic modeling language such as IDEFIX, will likely contain several
thousand interrelated entities and associated attributes. As a practical matter,

multiple dictionaries will most likely be developed and maintained in
parallel. However, achievement of a totally integrated environment will

require that each data element (attribute) be unique and non-redundant. The I
interrelationships between entities must also be non-contradicting and

logically consistent with the established overall practice for weapon system 3
management. A hierarchy of data dictionary control structure that provides

consistency across multiple data dictionaries is discussed in Section 5. Each 3
weapon system program may elect to use only a portion the Data Standards

contained in the CALS Data Dictionary in order to control its IWSDB. Each

contractor will likely map the standard CALS data definitions selected for the

IWSDB to his own internal data standards. This mapping would provide the

necessary roadmap for internal integration, as well as external integration, via

DACOMI
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Acquisition Management Topics Operations Management Topics
Estimated, budgeted, and actual . Estimated. budgeted, and actual
acquisition costs operating costs

* Acquisition work breakdown structure . Support work breakdown structureU Acquisition work authorizations * Support work authorizations
* Design release schedules . Maintenance and modification

Design change control schedules

Design verification test results . Weapon system change controI
* Production schedules . Maintenance verification test results

Manufacturing inventory management . Spares inventory management

M anufacturing inspection and test . Fleet and support equipment inventory
results management

. Mission schedules3 • Operation (flight) dataS Configuration Dfnton., o pics
3• Overall design definition (functional susbsystem integration)

Functional subsystem definitions (e.g., structure, power, avionics.
and support equipment)
Component definitionsU Part definitions
Material specifications

Engineering Properties Manufacturing Specifications Support Specifications3Topics Topics Topics

N Mission profile • Final assembly, inspection. Deployment provisioning

• Performance and test instructions requirements and
characteristics . Component assembly, instructions

inspection, and test * Operating instructions and

maintainability instructions training
characteristics * Assembly fixture definitions inspection, testing,

Cost characteristics . Part fabrication, inspection, diagnosis. maintenance,

• Producibility characteristics and test instructions and repair instructions
Supportability • Tool definitions Functional subsystem

Tootadefrnition operating inspection, testng
c Material inspection and diagnosis, maintenance,

l test instructions and repair instructions
Componentipart operating
inspection, testing,
diagnosis, maintenance.3- and repair instructions

3 Figure 4-8 Integrated CALS Data Standards

U
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CITIS capabilities. A contractor's internal data standards, for example, would

generally include business and management data types not addressed by the

CALS Data Standards. I
The overall scope of the required technical data is set by the External

Architecture data requirements. In order to support advanced life cycle

applications and to facilitate integration by eliminating human

interpretations of weapon system characteristics, the target CALS Data

Standards must provide a robust representation of weapon system
characteristics. Many existing technical data management systems manage
technical data in files that are treated as undefined "bit buckets" which must
be interpreted by a specific application. Furthermore, part characteristics are

often only defined by raster images or two dimensional drawing files that can 3
be computer displayed, but require human interpretation. Several major
defense contractors have already committed to the establishment of full

three-dimensional part models that support computer interpretation of i
tolerances,'features, and other characteristics. Unfortunately, the most robust

schemes for representation of part characteristics are often proprietary to a i
specific CAD/CAM system vendor. In order to achieve the desired level of
integration in a distributed heterogeneous multi-organizational 3
environment, the product definition representation scheme must be fully

shared and accessible by all Users. The long-term goal of the PDES project is to 3
identify a standard robust definition of product characteristics. This requires

state-of-the-art advancements in non-proprietary digital representation

schemes in parallel with standardization efforts - a non-trivial challenge I
indeed.

The set of data definitions associated with the physical definition of the
weapon system itself is central to the integrated structure. This definition set

must support all aspects of configuration management and eliminate the

requirement for separate as-designed, as-built, and as-maintained data
structures. Several defense contractors have adopted a mono-detail approach

to configuration management, which allows multiple views of the

configuration to be generated from the same data structure.

DACOMi
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U No single geometric representation has proven to be adequate for all
applications. Therefore, a scheme to interrelate multiple representation3 models for a single part is being investigated by the PDES project. The ability
to adequately model part features and assembly structures in three-3 dimensional systems is still emerging. Furthermore, representation of
functional characteristics is available on a limited basis, but requires further

* development.

The multi-layer weapon system definition is further extended by engineering
properties including reliability and supportability characteristics,
manufacturing specifications including the definition of tooling and3 fabrication and assembly processes, and support specifications including the
definition of operating, maintenance, and repair processes.

Weapon system definition data is also interrelated with acquisition and
operations' management information domains, which include life cycle tasks,
schedules, cost, change control, and inventory management of work-in-
process, field units, and spares.

The potential role of emerging PDES and LSAR (MIL-STD 1388-2B) data3 definitions is discussed in Section 5.

3 Technical Standards

The conceptual network description allocates data generation, management,

access, and distribution responsibilities to specific functional groups that
participate in the weapon system life cycle. Figure 4-9 illustrates the
interrelationship between functions, data types, and user groups. The basic
decision on how the system will be distributed is defined by the External3 Ar,.,,II Lure.
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system. Subcontractors, however, generally maintain their own technical

data and provide the data to the prime. A subcontractor may use common

technology and even common parts to satisfy the requirements of several

3 primes, in which case the subcontractor could be better able to manage the

technical data. An overall trade-off study is needed to establish the basic

* decision criteria.

1 4.3 Internal Architecture Requirements

I The Internal Akrchitecture is technology constrained, which means the actual

description depends on the computing technology to be used. A wide variety

3 of computing technology and system designs may be used to implement

CITIS capabilities. However, the delivery system must adhere to the

3 established Control Architecture definitions and employ the proper set of

CALS Technical Standards. Two important areas of standardization for
which CATLS preferences have not been identified are Database Management

Systems (DBMS) and Data Dictionaries. Near-term implementations of a

CITIS delivery system will most likely require standardization on a single

database access language since available distributed heterogeneous database
management capabilities are limited. These issues are discussed further in

* Section 5.

3 A simplified view of the ideal CITIS delivery system architecture required to

support CALS Phase II IWSDB concepts from a technology implementation

design viewpoint is presented in Figure 4-10. Basically the strategy is to

provide a multi-layer open system architecture that allows for extensibility at

any layer.I
At the bottom layer, users of various disciplines within various organizations3 must have parallel access to the system on a national, if not world-wide, basis.

System access is limited by the user's role in the life cycle support of the

3 weapon system. Old users can be removed and new users added at any time.
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Figure 4-10 Ideal CITIS Delivery System Architecture 3
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A user's information requirements are satisfied by one or more life cycle
support applications defined at the next layer. Applications can be modified

and new applications added without disruption to other applications.

Various life cycle applications may rely upon common tools for information
analysis or inferencing, such as a three-dimensional solid modeler, finite

element analysis processor, wind tunnel simulator, etc. Many of these
common "inferencing engines" are used internally by defense contractors,

and in some cases, defacto standards exist for using the tools, such as
NASTRAN for Finite Element Analysis. Ultimately, CALS Functional

Standards may be specified at this level, such that common tools may be used
across many applications by multiple contractor team members and

3 government agencies.

The applications are integrated through distributed but shared databases

defined at the next layer. New shared databases may be added without3 disrupting'existing databases or applications. The shared databases must be

developed and maintained in accordance with the data integrity rules defined
by an integrated data dictionary. The data dictionary definitions are defined at

the semantic level and fully normalized to allow for extensibility. The data
dictionary logically defines the IWSDB for specific weapon system programs.

The strategy for data and function distribution defined by the Network View
of the Control Architecture provides guidance for a more detailed network

specification as illustrated by Figure 4-11. Although the CALS Control
Architecture will not define a network structure to this level of detail, the

Control Architecture must identify Technical Standards that facilitate the
interconnection of government organizations, prime contractor, associate

I prime contractors, subcontractors, and eventually even suppliers. The CALS
I Telecommunication Plan identified an overall strategy for applying CALS

Technical Standards for networking between organizations.

ID
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The data dictionary of the IWSDB must be generally available throughout the

network and may itself require a distributed data dictionary system.

Ultimately, the IWSDB data dictionary system should support intelligent

gateway capabilities as described in the CALS Telecommunications Plan.

A series of subnetworks will often need to be interconnected within a

3 contractor node in order to provide direct accessibility to weapon system

technical data. These subnetworks generally fit within four broad categories:

office systems, CAD/CAM systems, business systems, and factory corntrol

systems. Each categor) of subnetwork may have its own technical

requirements that must be considered in establishing the Technical Standards

for CITIS.

I
I
I
S
I
U
I
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Section 5.
1Architecture Development Strategies

3 5.1 Strategy for Data Dictionary Development

The CALS Phase II Architecture is focused on the establishment of an
integrated weapon system life cycle database that supports the technical

information needs of both government organizations and the weapon system

I contractor team. In order to establish a shared weapon system database, a

common view of product definition data must be established. As discussed in3 the CALS Handbook, "One of the most difficult missions of the CALS (Phase

II) program is to review each item of data required by DoD or federal
acquisition policy or by a government functional specialist anc? then

determine areas of duplication, overlap, functional equivalency, and
ultimately,. unique requirements. Only then will it be possible to intelligently

discuss the file structures and database schemas that will permit CALS to
function. Simply automating the existing reams of custom reports and other3 deliverables may improve delivery schedules, but will provide little long-

term gain."

The problem of non-integrated data is further compounded by the loss of

information resulting from inadequate representation of product

characteristics. Studies of the use of the engineering drawing, which has been

the principal means of communicating design intent for decades, have

revealed that engineering drawings are often ambiguous and sometimes self-
contradicting. Early attempts to automate product definition, still in wide3 use today, resulted in digitized drawings, using either raster scanning or

vector graphics technology. In these environments, human interpretation of

3 the drawing is still required in order to determine the characteristics of a part.

The need to functionally replace engineering drawings with digital models of

product characteristics that support automated design interpretation and

drive advanced CAD/CAM and other product life cycle support applications
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has been recognized since the introduction of CIM concepts in the late 1970s.

Most leading CAD/CAM vendors use three-dimensional geometric modeling i
techniques to provide automated interpretation for advanced applications.

Unfortunately, many of these CAD/CAM systems are incompatible with one 3
another and are built around closed system architectures. As a result, the

exchange of technical data describing product characteristics must often resort 5
to the lowest common denominator between the systems, human-oriented
graphical representations, rather than exchange computer-interpretable

digital part models.

In addition to iinproved integration and robustness of product definition 3
data, there is a need to expand the recognized scope of product definition data.

Complete product definition requires more than merely geometric 3
coordinates describing product shape. Product definition data also include

configuration characteristics, functional characteristics, physical characteristics 3
relating to materials and manufacturing processes, and operational

characteristics relating to reliability and maintainability. To provide

comprehensive and consistent life cycle information, the basic product I
definition data must be interrelated with task definitions for engineering,

manufacturing, and logistics activities that control the cost, schedule, and 3
quality of the product. Complete life cycle support also requires the basic

product definition information to be interrelated to information about the 3
physical inventory of weapon systems, component parts, and materials both

in production and field operations. The scope of the required contents of an

IWSDB is defined not only by the type of data needed but also by the level of
definition. The required product definition data and its related information

must be able to describe the weapon system at the total system level, the
£ functional subsystem level, the physical assembly level, and the detail piece

part level. Although current logistics support data standards often address 3
the system and subsystem level descriptions, most of the work on product

definition standards has focused on piece part descriptions. 3
I

II
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Potential Role of PDES in a CALS Phase III
The Product Data Exchange Specification (PDES), being jointly developed by

3 volunteer industrial organizations under the coordination of the National

Institute for Standards and Technology and the PDES, Inc. cooperative R&D

organization, is recognized as a critical element of the CALS Phase II

objectives and IWSDB implementation strategies. The establishment of the

first version of PDES, submitted to ISO in December 1988, has proven to be a

difficult and tedious task. The difficulty can be attributed to the requirement

to both extend the formal representation of product characteristics and to

I obtain industry consensus on the data specification.

ft The PDES project mission from a CALS perspective should be to establish an

industry-accepted definition of the data that constitute a complete product

definition. This definition must support the sharing of data throughout the

product life cycle, provide for automated interpretation of product

characteristics, and allow for efficient implementation in a variety of

3 computing environments.

3 Although the publishing of PDES Version 1.0 is only the beginning of a long-

term goal, implementations of PDES Version 1.0 will likely provide little or

no functional improvement over current implementations of IGES and

internally-developed neutral formats, This is due to the limited scope of
PDES Version 1.0 and the lack of a comprehensive validation and testing plan

for shared database implementations of PDES versus the traditional file

exchange implementations. PDES Version 1.0 primarily addresses geometric

3 definition of detail parts. Although configuration definition and some
functional characteristics are being developed, considerable work is still

3 required. Furthermore, current PDES development efforts have not
addressed system, subsystem, and assembly-level definitions, except for some
preliminary work by the Architectural, Engineering, and Construction

Committee. A top-down development strategy based on the overall

requirements and improvement objectives of CALS Phase II is needed to help

structure and prioritize current and future PDES-related development efforts.
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Weapon system requirements may well be different from the general

requirements of the current PDES community.

I
Potential Role of MIL-STD 1388-2B in CALS Phase II U
The two primary components of an Integrated Weapon System Database, as

identified in the 1988 CALS Report to Congress, are product data and support

data. The evolutionary path for standard definition of support data began

with the definition of procedures to provide on-line access to existing

contractor Logistic Support Analysis Record (LSAR) databases. Standard

inputs and reports from these databases are defined by MIL-STD 1388-2A,
which is oriented toward sequential record management systems. However, i
a number of contractors have implemented the standard using traditional

hierarchical database management systems. This standard is currently being 5
updated for relational database implementations by MIL-STD 1388-2B.

Although relational implementation of LSAR data will improve the I
accessibility and flexibility of the database, a more important objective is to

understand and define the conceptual information structure indepenient of i
any particular implementation strategy. A number of defense contractors
have developed their own semantic data models for LSAR and are actively
participating in the development of an IDEFIX model of MIL-STD 1388-2B.
The recognition of the need for an integrated semantic data model in order to 3
properly define a LSAR database is similar to the evolution from IGES to the

current PDES development approach.

A Logistics Support Committee has been established for PDES development

activities. The scope of the data addressed by this committee will include the
data identified in MIL-STD 1388-2B, as well as additional data required to
provide integrated logistic support. Although the scope of this committee's 3
activities appears to align with the overall requirements for a standard CALS
data architecture, the committee work is still in early development and has 3
not yet been integrated with other PDES development activities.
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Evolutionary Data Definition Strategy

3 Despite the enormous efforts that have already been put forth to standardize
data definitions for product definition and support, a significant multi-year

development effort still lies ahead. However, the size of the task should not
discourage attacking the problem head-on, given the fact that millions of
man-hours and dollars will be spent by DoD, contractors, and technology

I vendors to improve technical information systems over the next several

years as the normal course of business. What is needed is an overall strategy
I that will organize these development efforts such that data standards evolve

from th, natural process of improving or replacing existing systems.
Agreement on the overall architecture of a CALS Phase II could provide the

necessary framework and catalyst to structure future development activities.
The current development efforts of PDES lack an overall business perspective

to guide the development of technical solutions. The proper business
perspective should be provided by the CALS initiative.

Although the near-term development of a single integrated CALS Data3 Dictionary seems extremely difficult, if not impossible, without common data
definitions across all life cycle functions, integration through shared data
access will not be achieved. To be practical, the total CALS Data Dictionary

must be evolved a chunk at'a time. Focusing on an individual functional
area, such as LSA, however, will result in redundancy and inconsistency with
other functional areas with common data requirements. Therefore, a layered
approach to constructing the CALS Data Dictionary, as illustrated in Figure 5-3 1, is recommended. A CALS Kernel Data Dictionary which standardizes on
the data defining a weapon system's configuration should be established first3 and used as the starting basis of all other data dictionary developments. The
second layer of data dictionaries should standardize on the data defining basic
weapon characteristics which are used in more than one functional

application area, such as shape/geometry definition, material specifications,
functional characteristics, and operational characteristics. Finally, the last3 layer of dictionary definitions would standardize on data associated with a

particular functional area, such as spares reprocurement. The actual dataU
DACOM
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dictionary used to support a functional area would include the kernel

definition, required shared characteristics data definitions, plus function- I
specific data definitions. Any changes to the kernel or shared characteristics

data definitions would be validated across all functional areas. 3
Standardization efforts operating in parallel could be established for each

component of each layer. 3

- I.• E
Functional Q 2!

Specific
Data - "

"I

CCared
Shared Shape Function Material Operation

Characteristic Definition Definition Definition Defintion

Data

Kernel Data Configuration Definition I
3

Figure 5-1 Multi-Layer CALS Data Dictionary

5.2 Applications Development and Legacy Integration Strategy 3
The CALS target for the the 1990s is for digital data interchange and database

access to support a wide range of design, manufacturing, and support
applications within both DoD and industry. Cited examples include:

* Computer-aided Design
, Design Analysis 3
* Manufacturing Process Planning
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* Tool Design
Materials Requirements Planning

• Flexible Manufacturing Automation

3 * Supportability Analysis

• Maintenance Planning

I * Technical Manual/Training Material Authoring
• Paperless Maintenance Aids
i On-line Provisioning

* Automated Spares Procurement/Reprocurement

I The CALS approach is to impose interface and access standards, but to lea -e
development of the applications to the users. Considerable investment has

I already been made in existing application software that must continue to be
supported even with the establishment of an IWSDB supported by a CITIS.
Any information required by a specific application, which is not available

directly from the IWSDB, must be provided by a human user or some other
external s6urce. If the same additional information is required by more than
one application system, the possibility for redundancy and loss of integrity is
introduced. Therefore, IWSDB extensions should lead application3 development. For example, if part tolerance is required by both a standard
generative process planning system and by an automatic maintenance
inspection program, tolerance data should be added to the IWSDB and made

available to both.

I Generally speaking, it is more feasible to build a standard interface from a
more robust database structure to a less robust application interface. A two-
dimensional part definition required for a part sketch can be generated from a

three-dimensional part definition stored in the database. The reverse3interface from a two-dimensional database to a three-dimensional interface is
..bviously considerably more difficult. Maintaining a more robust database

I definition, however, creates an additional burden for data capture and
database maintenance.

!
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An overall strategy for database development and application interface

support must be carefully thought out in the process of developing a detailed I
CITIS delivery system architecture. Several contractors already have

aggressive strategies to maintain complete three-dimensional databases of I
product definition. In addition, the work of cooperative development

programs such as IDS and GMAP should help establish a state-of-the-art 3
baseline for product definition and application interfaces.

5.3 Inter-organization Networking Strategy

A nation-wide and, ultimately, world-wide 'igital communications linkage 3
must be established that supports the movement of massive amounts of

technical data between heterogeneous computing systems to fully implement 3
on-line access to contractor-managed weapon system databases. The CALS

Telecommunications Plan identifies and discusses many of the issues 3
associated with this objective, including establishment of communication
protocol standards, network configuration management, access control, and

data security.

In addition to standardizing the application of communications technology, 5
an inter-organizational networking strategy must also standardize data

management services throughout the network. The long-term objective I
identified by the CALS Telecommunications Plan is to provide an Intelligent
Gateway that integrates current data management and communications

capabilities. The Department of Energy is currently working with Lawrence
Livermore Laboratories to demonstrate such capabilities.

The required services of an Intelligent Gateway have been identified to
include the following: 3

User/application interface services provide for the specification of 3
requests for integrated data, as well as the presentation of results.
Though they are not a part of the gateway, they provide the rpquester 3
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with uniform access to the gateway by supporting a "global request3 language" that embodies the semantics of the applications.

3 View management services keep track of the objects in the integrated
view, including relationships among such objects and associated

operations, in order to interpret requests for operations on objects that
are accessible through the gateway. They include directory services to
locate the referenced objects.

Decomposition and routing services map requests specified in terms of3 obj,.zts and operations in the integrated view into a set of specific
requests targeted at the underlying databases and access services, and3 route the resulting queries to specific target facilities.

* Invocation and execution control services provide facilities for
initiating and tracking requests in the distributed, heterogeneous
computing environment. In this they provide services similar to a3 distributed operating system. They execute the access plan produced by
the decomposition and routing services and manage the submission of3 the individual queries and the return of responses.

3 5.4 Standards Development Requirements

A primary objective of CALS is to improve efficiency and effectiveness in the
management of digital data. It is crucial that shared weapon system data be
standardized; that is, that rules be established to govern just what the data are.

I Clearly, those rules must govern data definition. However, they must also
govern data integrity and data consistency. In addition, the rules must be5 defined in such a way as to ensure that consistency and integrity are
maintained as new data are added to support new activities. To accomplish
this objective, data standards established for an IWSDB must define "data

integrity rules."

I
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Because technologies will undoubtedly change through time, it is critical that

the data integrity rules be independent of technical standards used for U
implementation; that is, they cannot be linked to any specific storage or

manipulation technology. However, data integrity rules must be U
transformable, algorithmically, into various technical representation

structures for computer-based implementation. The data integrity rules, I
therefore, must be neutral. I
Currently, some Data Standards are embedded in CALS Functional Standards.

However, these Data Standards are limited to data element descriptions, and

defined separately for individual Functional Standards, leading to

redundancy and inconsistency in data definitions among Functional

Standards. The CALS Control Architecture must ensure that Data Standards I
are consistent among the various Functional Standards. The most practical
way to accomplish this objective is to maintain all Data Standards as a whole 3
through the use of a common CALS Data Dictionary System. Unfortunately,

most current data dictionary systems are focused on maintaining data

definition in an implementation-based format.

Figures 5-2 and 5-3, presented by Boeing to an IDS TAG group, illustrate the I
evolving role of a data dictionary system. Initial usage may be limited to
simply a glossary that is used by system developers. An active data dictionary 3
system, however, may support development activities directly by generating

data definition sections of applications programs and controlling the design of 3
shared databases. At maturity, the data dictionary may be involved directly in
the run-time processing of user requests by providing the basic capability of an

intelligent gateway. The current IRDS standard only addresses the basic

glossary functions of a data dictionary. Furthermore, without user

extensions, the data definitions are oriented to implementation views of the
data (internal schema). Additional capabilities will be required to support

CALS integration. Most significantly, data definitions must be captured and 1
maintained at the semantic data modeling level. I
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Development of rigorous definitions for the proper semantic interpretation

of shared data requires the use of a formal semantic modeling language, such

as the IDEF1X syntax developed for the USAF and widely used by a number of

defense contractors. However, the modeling language is only a tool to define

the definitions. Consensus must be reached on a common semantic
interpretation by all parties wishing to share data. This requires a

comprehensive strategy and well-established procedures for development of

I CALS Data Standards for the IWSDB. The dictionary system should serve as a

common tool to help facilitate the development of Data Standards and as a

3 common tool to use the Data Standard in implementing and using an

IWSDB.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
a
If
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Data Management Transition 5
(a) Current Environment

I

(b) Short-Term Transition (1-3 years)

° I

Source: Boeing IDS Presentation 3

I
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* Data Management Transition
(a) Mid-Term Transition (3-5 years)

IApplication Ap

Application 
MI -___

!B Il

L-------------------------------

3 (b) Long-Term Transition (5-10 years)

•Data

Dictionar
CD B Directory

Data Mgt.2
Interface

I Figure 5-3
Source: Boeing IDS Presentation

I
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i Section 6.
Issues and Recommendations

Establishment of Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service and the

resulting Integrated Weapon System Database are not unique CALS concepts.
The basic concepts, as well as the technology to support them, are natural

outcomes of fundamental trends in information technology, supporting even
more fundamental trends toward electronically-based industry trading

partnerships. The unique contribution of CALS Phase II is an overall
architecture and set of standards that will be used to guide industry and

government investments in automatio.. -to ensure their interoperability, to
reduce costs attendant to information management (for both government
and industry), and to increase the quality of information overall.

Even though the CALS Phase HI Architecture is not based on revolutionary
concepts, there are numerous barriers to effective implementation. Most of

these barriers are cultural; however, it would be misrepresenting the state of

integration technology tco imply that there are no technical issues. The
following section provides recommendations based on some of the key issues5 that are slowing the meaningful implementation of CALS Phase HI. The
recommendations offered are based on the following critical assumptions:i

That while CALS Phase I and CALS Phase 1I options are not mutually

exclusive in that they share some common functional and technical
standards, CALS Phase 1 defines a distinct set of services that DoD

wishes to buy and industry wishes to provide.

To achieve these mutual objectives, DoD and industry are willing, over

3 time, to make significant adjustments to their operating relationships.

I
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That the technical capabilities required to establish a rudimentary, but
nevertheless definitive, form of CALS Phase II exist today and will
continue to evolve as the demand for CALS Phase II services increases.

That specific actions, especially as related to existing and future I
standards, must be taken to definitize CALS Phase II, especially with

regard to Data Standards and standards affecting data management I
technology.

That standards actionb spearheaded by the CALS Policy Office will
generally be consistent with those currently being contemplated by 3
industry.

The following recommendations have been divided into the categories of I
general recommendations and standards recommendations.

6.1 General Recommendations I
Development of Final CALS Phase 11 Architecture

This document has been developed as a "Preliminary" Architecture. It is I
important that it be reviewed by appropriate personnel in the DoD and

aerospace/defense industry, and that comments and recommendations be I
considered for incorporation into the document before its final publication.

Recommendation #1 - Within the month following submission of this
report, the CALS Industry Task Group and the DoD CALS Steering 3
Committee should select a few (no more than 10 each) specific individuals to

review this Preliminary CALS Phase I1 Architecture document and provide

substantive comments to the OSD Policy Office. Within three months
following that review, the OSD Policy Office should complete modifications
to this report, and, working with the contractor, define and publish the Final
CALS Phase II Architecture.
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Industry Technical Advisory Group for CALS Phase II

The CALS Industry Task Force (CITF) organization has constituted a number

of "task groups," including Acquisition, Concurrent Engineering, Data

Protection and Integrity, and Digital Information Exchange. Currently, all of

these task groups with their subcommittees discuss various issues that have

implications for CALS Phase II implementation; yet, these discussions are
uncoordinated as regards CALS Phase II. It is important that the CALS
Industry Task Force support the eventual functional specifications for CITIS3 procurement. The creation of a CALS Phase II Technical Adv'sory Group is
an approach that wouid focus CITF attention on CALS Phase II.

U Recommendation #2 - Immediately upon issuance of the Final CALS Phase 1I
Architecture, the OSD Policy Office should formally request the CALS

Industry Task Force to ebtablish the CALS Phase II Technical Advisory Group.
Within the first six months of its existence, this group should provide

I detailed recommendations for modifications to existing standards and for
implementation strategies. It should also provide guidance to other formal

CITF Task Groups.

Coordination with Computer Technology Vendors

Ultimately, the primary path toward implementation of CALS Phase II
n capabilities will come through commercial products that support CALS Phase

II concepts and goals. It is important, therefore, that a means be developed for3 involving computer technology vendors in the development of CITIS and

IWFDB specifications.

Recommendation #3 - It is recommended that, immediately upon

publication of the Final CALS Phase II Architecture, the CALS Policy Office

move to establish liaison with one or more organizations that can provide a
forum for review and comment by technology vendors on the CALS Phase II!
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documentation, after that documentation has been reviewed by industry and

government.

6.2 Standards Recommendations

The CALS Control Architecture calls for three distinct types of standards: I
Functional Standards, Technical Standards, and Data Standards. Many of the

existing standards could be placed into more than one of these categories; for

example, many of today's Functional Standards provide data element

descriptions, which could be classified as Data Standards. However, in the

discussion below, there is an effort to classify existing standards into one and U
only one category based on the primary pupose of the standard.

Functional Standards

Review Data Element Descriptions

Appendix B contains a list of existing functional standards mapped against I
individual weapon system life cycle stages. The majority of these standards

contain data element descriptions, and there are redundancies and 3
inconsistencies in those data element descriptions across Functional

Standards. These redundancies and inconsistencies create serious problems

in reporting.

Recommendation #4 - Within the next six months, the CALS Policy Office

should establish a schedule for the review of data element descriptions in

existing CALS critical path standards, i.e., standards dealing directly with

configuration, product, and support data deliverables. This schedule should

be synchronized with any planned republishing of existing standards. Data 5
element descriptions for each selected functional standard should be
modeled, using the modeling technique and procedure recommended below, 3

• !and coordinated with other functional data models by means of the CALS

Data Dictionary.
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Revise Standard for Developing Functional Standards

Though there are many existing Functional Standards, new standards that

3 affect the CALS agenda are in various stages of preparation. It is important

that these new Functional Standards be developed in accordance with CALS

3 Phase Hl requirements as they affect data definitions.

Recommendation #5 - Within the next six months, the CALS Policy Office

should propose modifications to the DoD standard for developing Functional

Standards (MIL-STD-962A), particularly in the area of data element

defi,.,tions. The proposed changes should be consistent with the CALS Phase

II data management strategy.U
Concurrent Engineering

i Because of its focus on technical data in a production team environment,

CALS Phase 11 has a lot in common with DoD activities focused on

I Concurrent Engineering.

3 Recommendation #6 - Within the first six months following publication of

the Final CALS Phase HI Architecture, the CALS Policy Office should establish

formal relationships with the various Concurrent Engineering projects

currently on-going in DoD. It should seek to influence these projects to be

compatible with CALS Phase II strategies and objectives.

Technical Standards

The bulk of the Technical Standards that affect CALS Phase II are contain-1 in

3 MIL-STD-1840A. These standards must be reviewed to determine what, if

aity, modifications are required to support CALS Phase II. The primary area

of new Technical Standards development to support CALS Phase II is data

management. The following recommendations concentrate on that area.

I
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Data Dictionary Systems I
Data dictionary systems are a crucial enabler to CALS Phase HI. The basic

"Information Resource Directory System (IRDS) standard is insufficient for the

purposes of CALS Phase II. Significant extensions must be made to this 3
standard to introduce several important dimensions, including capability to

deal with distributed, heterogeneous databases; increased capabilities for

dealing with technical data; introduction of the three schema architecture;

and capabilities for developing, managing, and deploying a conceptual

schema. 3
Recommendation #7 - Upon release of the Final CALS Phase 11 Architecture,

the CALS Policy Office should initiate a detailed review of the IRDS standard.

Based on that review, the Policy Office should request that NIST recommend

changes to that standard necessary to bring it into compliance with CALS

Phase II requirements. In addition, once the Data Dictionary System

requirements have been defined, the Policy Office should initiate action to

build a CALS Data Dictionary System that will be used to support construction
and maintenance of the CALS Data Dictionary, as described below. The 3
capability to import, export, and compare data dictionaries and to use the data

dictionary actively in a three schema architecture is of paramount 5
importance.

Distributed, Heterogeneous Database Management I
Currently, distributed, heterogeneous database management is being handled I
by "home grown" data dictionary systems and intelligent gateways. These

home grown systems are the linchpins of CALS Phase II. It is important that 3
a standards effort be initiated to deal with this emerging problem. Such an
effort should be consistent with plans for the IRDS standard, as well as with
the distributed database management strategies being considered by SQL

standards groups. At minimum, a distrihuted database management straLtgy

should be based on standard SQL interfaces to existing DBMSs. To accomplish
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this, the SQL standard, itself, may have to be modified to be consistent with

the data modeling technique employed by CALS (especially as it relates to

referential integrity) and to provide additional SQL capabilities for handling

3 technical data. The latter types of extensions may require that SQL be

modified to handle object-oriented database representations. If the SQL

standards groups will not deal with object-oriented technology, then a new

standards activity, specifically focused on object oriented database

management standards, may be required.

Recommendation #8 - Immediately upon approval of the Final CALS Phase3 It Architecture, the CALS Policy Office should request NIST to conduc" a

review of the various standards activities that have an effect on distributed,

3 heterogeneous database management, specifically including the IRDS and

SQL activities. NIST should be asked to make recommendations to the Poicv

Office as to appropriate actions that would bring these efforts into compliance

with CALS Phase II requirements.

3 Security and Data Access

One of the most sensitive issues associated with CALS Phase II
implementation is unauthorized access by the government or by trading

partners to data that is resident in "private" ADP systems. Because of

uncertainty and confusion about what the term "controlled access" actually

means, there is concern that CALS Phase II will result in the government or
competitors gaining unauthorized access to corporate proprietary data. This,
of course, is not the intent or objective of CALS Phase II. There are examples

3 of successful government on-line access to data housed in contractor

databases. For example, the Air Force Logistics Command has on-line access

to F-16 data maintained by General Dynamics and the Navy logistics

infrastructure has on-line access to F-18 data maintained by Northrop.

I There are several technical issues associated with protecting classified DoD

data and the proprietary data of contractors. Recent widespread unauthorized

access to nationwide computer networks by creative "hackers," as well as the
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emergence of "viruses," have exacerbated the problem. There are many

technical dimensions to the security problem, such as personnel security I
clearances, facility clearance, storage, databases, etc. From the viewpoint of a

CALS Phase II implementation, it is important to address the security and I
access issue forthrightly in the functional specification for implementation. I
Recommendation #9 - The joint DoD/industry CALS security task group

should participate in the development of security and data access

specifications to be included in CALS Phase II Control Architecture.

Data Standards I

Since the primary end game for CALS Phase II is on-line access to contractor i
maintained technical and support databases, the area of data management is

of primary importance. The following recommendations relate to the

development of a new class of standards, called Data Standards, that have not

heretofore'existed. This is not to say that Data Standards as defined below are

not under development within most of the corporations that comprise the

defense industrial supply base. Indeed, they are. However, the bulk of these

standards - with the notable exception of the PDES standard - are being I
developed to support internal data communications, not communications
with trading partners or with the DoD. One of the primary CALS objectives is

to provide a set of Data Standards that can be employed by contractor teams

for controlling those data that will be delivered to, or accessed by, elements of

the DoD. The immediate focus of these Data Standards activities is on
product configuration, design, and support data, which is a subset of the

Integrated Weapon System Database. These CALS Data Standards will

comprise the CALS Data Dictionary, and they will be managed by the CALS
Data Dictionary System. They will be derived, for the most part, from i
modeling data element descriptions contained in current and future DoD

Functional Standards. The first effort in this direction has already been

undertaken in the rework of the data element descriptions contained in MIL-

STD-1388-2B.

I
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3 Validate the Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture Data Categories

The IWSDB data categories contained in this Preliminary Architecture were
derived from input developed under a project sponsored by the Digital
Information Exchange Task Group of the CALS Industry Task Force. The

project defined a broad range of data categories and associated information
products that are generated at various stages of the weapon system life cycle.3 This taxonomy of data categories reflects some industry consensus but, by no
means has it been generally accepted. For instance, perhaps the data category
"transportatio-" should be treated as a subset of the "logistics" data category
instead of the "management" data category. The important point is: an
industry generated template exists that should be validated and which should

eventually become the reference point for the CALS Data Dictionary.

Recommendation #10 - Upon issuance of the Final CALS Phase II
Architectux'e, the CALS Policy Office should formally request that the Digital3 Information Exchange Task Group of the CALS Industry Task Force should be
encouraged to take the list of data categories, revise it in accordance with
IDEFIX (the Entity-Relationship level), and officially recommend the revised
categories as a template for the CALS Data Dictionary. This template should
be validated against long-range PDES development plans.

CALS Data Dictionary Management ProcedureU
A major objective of CALS Phase H is to establish a CALS Data Dictionary that
will be employed by the DoD and the Aerospace/Defense industry for the

development of IWSDBs. CALS has determined that it is of critical
importance that work be initiated to build a CALS Data Dictionary that will
contain the CALS Data Standards. Elements of this data dictionary will be
promulgated through the CALS Handbook as well as MIL STD-1840A.
Building and maintaining the CALS Data Dictionary is not a project; it is a
process, that will be on-going for many years. The CALS Data Dictionary

SManagement Procedure should define how functional data dictionaries, i.e.,
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I
data dictionaries that support individual functional standards, will be

developed - see the above recommendation - and how they will be validated

by means of the CALS Data Dictionary. The procedure will also involve the
use of the CALS Data Dictionary System.

Recommendation #11 - Upon release of the Final CALS Phase II Architecture,
the CALS Policy Office should initiate action to develop the CALS Data 3
Dictionary Management Procedure using the guidelines established in this
report. This procedure should be a source of modifications to the standard for

developing Functional Standards, and it should be a source of requirements
for development of the CALS Data Dictionary System.

I
I
I
I
I

l I
! I

I I
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FOREWORD

Long-range planning for computing has been a subject cf greet
for a long time. The NIS/DP executove has long-range dec:sions -0'
Iabout atabase and communications architectures, hard;,are st -_:e,
and apOlication portfolio priorities. The emergence of the cors.ia' -
puter and decentralization adds organizatiornal strategies ('and •C1~t~ 0

to the already complex technical issues,

£terprise-w'ideInfor-ation Nanagemen- (EuIM) addresses one osses -f

lcng-range planning for computing The premise of Ew'!i is that -iI possible to effectively plan for tht use of computing and • ......
technology In business. Furthermore, it is possible to conduct pinng
that effectively links business planning with technology p:annjn;
ELwI>• approach is to develop the underlying intellectual frazework to

the planning concepts and components to produce a useful and ccheen7t
result. EwIH expects to produce a result that can be used to dro.e
planning and produce effective planning processes for enterprIses

A key component of Ew.1'M is information system architecture. esocing on
the technology domain, it plays the crucial role in the asgnmeno ossues
ano ultimately in the impact issues. John Zachman has, for Z veals,
been a proninent figure in the area of information systems ar~h'o ..
John's early attempt to define the term architecture, has lec '-: to ce-
velop a rather uniCue conceptualization of information systems aoo:.:eo-
ture. Drawing from the field of classical architecture, he suggeltstnat,
in the course of constructing a building, there exists several levels of
architectural representations each level having a different pees:a-oove.
He further suggests that there exists analogous sets of ar-h~e-oura
representations in the course oi building any complexsent e ern man-

iuc-., Including an. informationi system. John has presented h~s ýýcrk a•z man-y

ccnferences held by the information systems community includ bU ,s>orkshoo i't has received wide acceptance. This dccume-t describes

I
M. M. Farker
Los Angeles Scientific Center

... :.ch 1986

I
'Parker, IM. M., Benson, R. J., Enterprise-wide Information Manazement
An Introduction to the Concepts, IBM Los Angeles Scientific Center Feeort
Number G320-2768, May i985.
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ABSTRACT I

The subject of Information Systems Architecture is currently rece•,. N
consicerable attention. The increased design scopes and levels c;
piexitv of information systems implementation necessitate the use cf s-; I
logical construct (or archctecture) for defcncng and ccntr g
interfaces and the integration of all of the system's components
amount of capital involved and the increasing dependency cf a *t
success on its information systems preclude undisciplined approa-he Ir
management cf those systems.

On the assumption that an understanding of information systems arc;-,et-,
ture is important to the development of a disccplined approac-, '.e
question that naturally arises is "What, in fact, is Informatcon Sr,•
Architecture"? This paper is an attempt to esta=1.sh an indepert -:
flnit:on cf architecture and tc map that definition on to the are f I
information systems. Some preliminary conclusions as to the
cf the resut.ant descriptive framework are dra;n. 3
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Preface

The subject of Information Systems Architecture is receivirg incesc
attention among information professionals. IBM has taken cCrs.cada'"
interest in the subject and recently convened a task force at Corporate ',S
study the subject, establish corporate directions and gude n es f Carchitecture, and select a set of tools and methodologies for impIe-e,'tr.
Having been afforded the opportunity to participate in that task for, r-.'

initial reaction was that the subject of architecture needed more defer
before guidelines could be established or tools selected.

Since I have been a part of a rather small communfty of pecp'e irtereser ir
the subjects of Enterprise Analysis and Architecture, etc. for nr2-a yea-s, :
am painfully aware that we have had great difficulty communicating w"tV nre
another and understanding how we related to each other. At has alway's bee-
clear to me that "architecture" meant different things to different pec:17E a
it was equally clear that the subject's definition would continue t e be
elusive as long as we were attempting to define it out of the context
own experiences and biases. Therefore, it would likely require a to'a•,
independent definition, outside the realm of Information Systems, to esta:Ish
a basic understanding or definition, and then it would require an effcr, *t
build an analogue in the information systems area in order to gEt a rat-znal,
objective specification of the subject.

This paper is an attempt to establish that independent definiticr cf
architecture and to map that definition into the area of information syste-s;
then, to draw some preliminary conclusions as to the implications o :n"
resultant descriptive framework.I

I
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Introduction

The subject of information systems architecture is beginnirg to receive
consicerable attention. The increased design scopes and levels of comp ie-P . : 1
of information systems implementations are forcinc the use of some Inc&ca-7

construct (or architecture) for defining and controlling the intprfaces arc
the integration of all of the system's components. A mere 30 or so vpars ago
this was not a sionificant issue at all because the technology itself dic rotI
provide for either breadth in scope or depth in complexity in infort- a----
systems. The inherent limitations of 4K machines, for example, constrawec
design and necessitated sub-optimal approaches for automating a business. U
Current technology is rapidly removing both conceptual anc firarc-'a
constraints. it is not hard to speculate about, if not real4ze, verj lare I
very complex systems implementations, extending in scope and corplexit; to
encompass an entire enterprise. One can readily delineate the merits Cf t, e
larce, complex, enterprise-oriented approaches. Su,-h systems a1"o.
flexibility in managing business changes and coherency in the maraase-ent- of
business resources. However, there also is merit in the more tradit c-:.l,
smaller, sub-optimal systems design approach as well. Such systems are
relatively economical, quickly implemented, ard easier to desicrr anc maraca.

in either case, as the technology permits "distribu-ting" very large amcu-ts Co
c..mPuting facilities in very small packages to very remote locations, s.ý I
kind of structure (or architecture) is imperative because decentralizalicr
without structure is chaos. Therefore, to keep from dis-integratinc the
business, the concept of information systems architecture is-becoming less arc
less of an option for establishing some order and control in the investment of
information systems resources. The amount of capital involved, and the
increasing dependency of the business' success or, its information sys"te I
preclude undisciplined approaches to management of those systems. I
On the assumption that an understanding of information systems architecture is
important to the development of a disciplined approach, the question that IiInat-urally arises is "What, in fact, is Information Systems Arc'hit ecture'?
Unfortunately, among the proponents of I/S architecture, there seems to be
little consistency in concepts or in specifications of "architecture" to the
extent that the words "information systems architecture" are already losingtheir meaning!

It is necessary to develop some kind of framework in order to rationalize
these varying architectural concepts and specifications in order to provide
for clarity of professional communication, to allow for improving and
integrating development methodologies and tools, and to establish credibility I
and confidence in the investment of systems resources. -

In searching for an objective, independent pattern on which to base a
framework for information systems architecture, it seems only logical to look
to the field of (classical) architecture itself. In so doing, it could be
possible to learn from the thousand or so years of experience that has been
accumulated in that field. Definition of the deliverables of the classicalU
architect could lead to the specification of analogous information systems
architectural products and in so doing, classify our concepts and
specifications.

2
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IWith this objective in mind, that is, rf describin• the ana'ccCS "rr-'-
svstems architectural representations, the followino is an exa-ira .
classical architect's deliverables produced in the process of f r3 builidio. .

A. "Bubble Charts"

The first architectural deliverable created by tha arco-'s: .
conceptual representation, a "bubble chart", whicth d p Cts t -
te-rms, the size, shape, spa tial rpiationsnips and bansc 1 sir---'I final structure. This "bubble chart" results f rm t e -
conversations between the architect and prospective oSe'e. esuch an initial conversation might be:

"I'd like to build a building."
"What kind of building did you have in mind? Do 0Vo ;la, t: S.'
in it? Eat in 4t? Work in it?"
"Well, I'd like to sleep in it."
"Oh, you want to build a house?"
""Yes, i'd like a house."

"How large a house did you have in mind?"
"Well, my lot size is 200' x 300'."
"Then, you want a house about 50' x 100'?t

"Yes, that's about right."
"How many bedrooms do you need?"
"Well, I have twu children, so I'd like three bedrooms."

3 etc.

Note that each question serves to pose a constraint (the ict size) co
identify a requirement (the number of bedrooms) in order to establis., týe
"ballpark" within which any design will take place. From the abo,,e
dialog, the architect can depict what the owner has in mind in the fcrm
of a series of "bubbles", each bubble representing a room, its gross3 size, shape, spatial relationships, etc.

I._
S• ==== •- •_

I r-.~.--.-JA.A,.

3Figure 1. Architect's Bubble Chart.
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The architect prepares this bubble chart for two reasons. First, hc..'e
must elicit from the prospective owner what they have in mind ir nrd'- tc
serve as a foundation or basis for the architect's actual desicr I
Second, the architect must convince the owner that he/she understarcs the
owner's desires well enough that the owner will pay for the crea:,,e vTr,
to follow, and in effect, initiate the project.

PRODUCT NATURE/PURPOSE

"BUBBLE CHARTS " BASIC CrCEPTS FOP BUILDING
GROSS SIZING, SHAPE, SPATIAL REL,,TONS l i
ARCHi . .TEC. . tUTuAL U N ERST ANC 1_ _ _ _____ IS~tC,
INITIATE PROJECT

Figure 2. "Bubble Charts" I
Having established a basic understanding with the prospective or -'-,
architect produces the next set of architectural deliverae es i are
called architect's drawings. 3

B. Architect.'s Drawings

The architect's drawings are a transcription of the owner's perce~tua I
requirements, a depiction of the final product from the ov;rer's
perspective.

The drawings include horizontal sections (floor plans), vertical sectiors
(cut-aways) , and pictorial representations depicting the artistic motif
of the final structure. The purpose of these drawings is to enable the
owner to relate to them and to aqree or disagree: "That is exactly whatI had in mind!" or "Make the following modifications."

The drawings can be very detailed, however, they are normally developed I
only to the level of detail required for the prospective owner to
understand and approve the design.

PRODUCT NATURE/PURPOSE

ARCHITECT'S FINAL BUILDING AS SEEN BY THE OWNE;
DRAwING FLOOR PLANS, CUT-AWAYS. PICTURES

ARCHITECT/OWNER AGREEnENT ON BUILDING I
ESTAELISH CONTRACT

Figure 3. Architect's Drawings I
Once the owner agrees that the architect has captured what he or shp had 3
in mind, and further agreps to pay the price for continuing the pro2ect,

-4- I
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3 the architect produces the next set of architectural deliverae`es ,'h'c
is called the architect's plans.

C. Architect's Plans

Architect's plans are the translation of the owner's percepticrs/rez,-re-
ments into a producible product. The plans are the designer's renreser-

tation of the final product (as opposed to the owner s reprnse nat -

which is embodied in the drawincs). The designer's resreserZ•.z-3 (Plans) specify the material composition of the final product.

Plans are composed of 16 categories of detailed representatior:
site work, electrical system, masonry, wood structure, etc. Tje.

describe material relationships in the form of diagrams ('Ora,,ncst 2 :-z

well as bills of material. These plans are the fin&l de!,ver-aieS

prepared by the architect and ultimately become the official "reccrct

I the finished structure.

3 PRODUCT NT'UPE/PUF;OSE

ARCHITECT'S FINAL BUILDING AS SEEN BY ThE DESIGNER

PLANS TPANSLATION OF OWNER'S VIEW INTO A PRODUCT

DETAILED DRAWINGS -- 16 CATEGORIES

BASIS FOR NEGOTIATION WIGEN. CONTRACTOR

U Figure 4. Architect's Plans.

I The architect's plans are prepared to serve as a basis for negotiatior

with a general contractor. The owner takes the plans tc a contractor

and says "Build me one of these." If the contractor builds "one of

these," which is represented in the architect's plans, the owner has a

high probability of getting what he/she wants, which is depicted in the

architect's drawings.

I As a result of the negotiations between the owner and general contractor,

the plans may be modified because of cost/price considerations, but

finally serve to represent what is committed to construction.

D. Contractor's Plans

At this point, the contractor re-draws the architect's plans to ,present

the builder's perspective. This is due to the fact that complex

engineering products are not normally built in a day. Som, phased

approach is required which, in the case of a building, may be comprised

of first, some site work; next, the foundation; next the first floor,

etc. Furthermore, the contractor may have technology constraints.

Either the tool technology or process technology may constrain his

ability to produce pr2cisely what the architect has designed. In either

case, the contractor will have to design a reasonable facsimile which is

buildable and satisfies the requirements. These technology constraints,

1 s-5
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plus the natural constraints requiring phased Construction, arp rpf ec:-tP

in the contractor's plans which represent the builder's perspect:ve are

serve to direct the actual construction activity.

PRODUCT NATUFE/PURPOSE 3
CONTRACTOR'S FINAL BUILDING AS SEEN BY THE BUILDER

PLANS ARCHITECT'S PLANS CONSTRAINED BY LAWS OF

NATURE ANtD AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY I
"HOW TO BUILD IT" DESCRIPTION
DIRECTS CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Figure 5. Contractor's Plans. I
E. Shop Plans

Other representations, short of the final structure itself, are ,re;arec
by sub-contractors. These representations are:called shod V'ars a-.c are

drawings of parts or subsections which'. are an out-o7-ccrtext

specification of what actually will be fabricated or assemblec. The I
drawings, architect's plans and contractor's plans are all in-contex:
because'the owner, architect and contractor are all concerned with the

entirety of the structure whereas the sub-contractor's representations
are out-of-context because they are concerned with components or parts nf

the total structure. These shop plans might even serve as patterns for a

quantity of identical parts to be fabricated for the project.

PRODLICT I NATURE/PURPOSE

SHOP PLANS SUB-CON4TRACTOR'S DESIGN OF A PART/SECTIONt3

* DETAILED STAND-ALONE MODEL

* SPECIFICATION OF WHAT IS TO BE CON•ST1RCTE-D

j • PATTERN

Figure 6. Shop Plans.

F. The Building 3
In the case of buildings, the final representation is the physical

building itself. 6I
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In summary, there are a set of "architectural" representationrs :. a

procuced in the process of constructinq a buildinc.

NRAC7T UP EIP0 SE

"B L E CHARTS" BASIC CC'.... S FOP '
GROSS SIZI•,SHA=E. PEL-'.
IARCH!TECT/CI'NEP •E u• ' .....
INMTATE P;0jF1'-

AR;- 7ECT 'S FINAL BUILDING AS SEE', BY T'0E O*',E
IDF•NG FLOOR PLANS, CLT- A'AYS CTL-

* ARCHITECT/OWNER.--- _ , , C,,--EE T C BJ,ý,1L G
ESTABLISH CC.NTRACT

ARCTECT S FINAL BUILDING AS SEEN BY THE £ES;G'•E
PLANS TFANSLUTION OF OWNER'S ViE;' INTO A .....

" DETAILED DRAWINGS -- CATEJOrPIES
* BASIS FOR NEGOTIATION W/GEN. CONTRACTOR.

I CONROR FINAL BUILDING AS SEEN BY THE BUILDER
PLANS ARCHITECT'S PLANS CONSTRAINED BY L4WS OF

NýTURE ANC AVAILABLE TEECHNOLOGY
"I "HOW TO BUILD IT" DESCRIPTION
* DIRECTS COUNSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

SSHOP PLANS SUB-CONTRACTOR'S DESIGN OF A PART/SECTiCN

D DETAILED STAND-ALONE MOIDEL
SPECIFICATION OF WHAT IS TO BE CONSTR2,,TED, i3 PATTER,

BU2L:ING PHYSICAL BUILDING

Figure 7. The set of architectural representations prepared
Sovwr the process of building a building.

A Generic Set of Architectural Representations

Having specified the set of architectural representations produced in the

process of building a building, it becomes apparent that this may be a CererIc
set of "architectures" produced in the process of building any complex
engineering product. A cursory examination of air frame manufacturing appears
to validate this hypothesis as follows:

I
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A. "Concppts" Equals "Bubble Charts" U
The air frame marufacturers begin with some "conceptS" specificatio f
the "ballpark" In which they intend to manufacture. For example, the I
final product will fly so high, so fast, so far, for such and sucr
purpose, so many people, etc. etc. to establish the gross size, sha:e,
performance of the intended product. I

B. Work Breakdnwn Structure Equals Architect's Drawings

The work breakdown structure is the "owner's pprsppctive." T=
government requires that the manufacturer specify the work t
accomplished in terms of the components/systems aCainst which costs are
accrued and schedules are managed. Ir this fashion, the goverr-p:
controls the manufacturer in the production of the procuct.

C. Engineening Dpsicn Equals Architect's Plans

Engineering, the designers, translates the work breakdown structurp ire
a physical product. The resultant "enginee rinc design" is comrcsec c, •
drawings and bills of material.

D, Manufacturina Encineerina Bill of M,;trials Eq--als Contractor's Pl 3-
Manufacturing Enginecring, the builders, apply the laws of nature arc
technology constraints to the engineering design to describe how to Luiic
the product (inside-out, bottom-up) and insure everything desicned is I
actually producible.

Et Assembly and Fabrication Drawins Equals Sho- Plans I

Assembly and Fabrication drawings are the instructions to the shop floor
personnel on how they are to assemble/fabricate the pieces or parts as
stand-alone entities.

F. Machine Tool Representation
ImBecause manufacturing uses computer-controlled equipment to produce some

parts, they insert an additional representatinn of the final piece or
part, short of the physical part itself. This representation is a
"program" ("numerical code program"), a machine language representation.

G. Airplane Equals Building

The final representation is not really a representation (architecture)
but the actual, physical thing itself.

In any case, there appears to be conceptual equivalents in the manufacturing
industry for the architectural representations of the construction industry.
This would strengthen the argument that an analogous set of architectural
representations are likely to be produced over the process of building any
complex engineering product, including an Information System.

II
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B Eefore identifyinq the information systems analogues, it is LSful oC; rave
some general observations with regard to architecture.

First, there appear to be three fundamental architectural representaticrs, one
for each "player in the game," that is: the owner, the designer ard th
builder. The owner has in mind some product that will serve some -....
The architect transcribes this product for the owner, the owner's pprsectivp.
Then the architect translates this representation into a physical procuCt, t-e
designer's perspective. Then the builder applies the constrairts of ire
of nature and available technology to make the product producic>, 1 ne
builder's perspective.

Preceding these three fundamental represertations, a gross siziln, shape,
scope representation is created to establish the "ballpark" within which, al'
of the ensuing architectural activities will take place.

Succeeding the three fundamental representations are the detailed, out-of-
context representations which technically could be considered architectures
because they are representations short of being the final physical product.
However, they are somewhat less interesting "architecturally" since they do
not depict the final product in total, and are more orierteo to the actual
implementation activities. Nonetheless, they are included in this discussion
for the purpose of insuring a comprehensive framework.

A significant observation regarding these architectural representationr is
that each is of a different nature than the others. They are not merely a set
of representations, each of which is an increasing level of detail than the
previous one. Level of detail is an independent variable, varying within any
one architectural representation. For example, the designer's representaticr
(i.e., architect's plans) is different than the owner's representation (i.e.,
architect's drawings). It is not a succeeding level of detail, it is dif-

l ferent in nature, representing a different perspective. The level of detail
of the designer's representation (i.e., Plans) is variable, and quite indepen-
dent from the level of detail for the owner's representations (i.e. Drawings).
Et Cetera.

Given this description of the levels of architectural representation produced
over the process of building a complex engineering product, it is relatively
straight-forward to identify the analogues in the information systems area,
since information systems are also "complex engineering products." See
Figure 8.

Different Ways to Describe the Same Thing

In the process of examining the field of architecture to discover the generic
architectural "products" that are produced ir the construction of a complex
engineering product, a second important idea emerges with regard to descrip-
tive representations (or architectures). In addition to the different persppc-
tives which have to be represented (e.g. the owner, the designer and the
builder), there also are different types of descriptions. For example, there
are functional descriptions, and there are material descriptions. It is

I
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Levels of Architectural Representations U

GENERIC BUILDINGS AIRPLANES INFORMATION

"Ballpark" Bubble Charts Concepts Objectives/Scope

Owner's Architect's Work Breakdown Business
Pepresenat.aon Drawings Structure Description

Designer's Architect's Engineering Information Sy'ste7
Representation Plans Design/Bill of Description

Materials (Conceptual Model)

Tecnnology
%ilder's Contractor's Plans Manufacturing Constrainea
Re:resertation Engineering tesign/ Description

Bill of Materials (Physical MIode)

Out-of-Context Shop Plans Assembly/Fab- Detailed 3
Representation rication Drawings Description

3
Machine Tool Numerical Code Machine Language
Representation Programs Description

(Object Code)

P roduct Building Airplane Information System 3

Figure 8. The levels of architectural representations produced over the process
of building a complex engineering product along with the analogues
in the building, airplane, and information system communities. 3

common for any physical product to have functional specifications as 3
differentiated from material specifications.

In developing functional descriptions, the person who is preparing theiU
description is looking at the product from the perspective of how it works or
what it does. The focus is on the "transform" that is taking place.
Typically, the generic descriptive model that is used to describe transform is

-10-
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"I "input - process - output" where "process" represerts the transfcrm a
"inputs" and "outputs" are resource flows that link the transforrs %.
some sequential fashion. An example of a functional descripton iic -

process description of an oil refinery.

In ccrtrast, a description of the material components of a product foc'*=•
structure as opposed tL transform. The describer's perspective is -
product is made out of." The generic descriptive model tyvicaliv us ;•

"thing - relationship - thing" where "thing" is some materi•! cI an!
"I"relationship" specifies the structural relationship between ore
(thingc and another component (thing). An example of th ar,
description of a product is a bill-of-materials.

I When an architect is describing multiple units in, fnr example, a ceoec, - -
project, the geographical relationship between the con'ponents beC:-es
significant as provisions must be made for the flow of traffic, pe
electricity, gas, etc. from unit to unit. In this event a flow dcscrpt:o-,
composed generally of "site - link - site" is appropriate for descr2Ar c
product.

In any case, a complex engineering product may have a varietv of :', f es
descriptive models depending on the use of the description. "ear>:, e3 are, for example:

a. Furnctional descriptions - How it works.
b. Material descriptions - What it's made of.
c. Geographical description - Where flows exist.

There may be other descriptions including:

d. Organization descriptions - Who is involved.
e. Dynamics descriptions - Wen things happen.
f. Objectives descriptions - Wh' things happen.

etc.

SFor 1985 purposes, it is complex enough to focus on tne Functicral, Materia2
anrd Geocrapnical descriptions which address trarsform, structure ard flic.ý
Consiceration of the other descriptions can be postooned at least tethrer'
until the architectural implications of the first threo arp arro~r~ate
assimilated.

As in the case of the levels of architectural representations, the Irfcriaatco
Systems analogues for the different descriptive models are also r~ad>.
identifiable.

The functional description is obvious, ir fact, the informatior syste-s
terminology is identical, "input-process-output."

The material description, describing the what the product is made c, equatesto the data description, data being the "stuff" the informatior Vstk's
products are made of.

The geographical description (flow model) equates to the ne:.crk c-

communications description. See Figure 9.
I -£1i-
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DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL FUNCTIONAL GEOG"APh"
MODEL: (Structure) (Transform) (Flow)

fII
-Thing- -Input- -Site-

Generic -Relationship- -Process- -Link-
Formula -Thino -Output- -Site-

II
i's N AMX: DATA MODEL FU!,CTONAL MOCEL N ETORK K'.....

(Structure) (Trarsform) (Flow)

Specific -Entity- -Input- - ode-
Formula -Relationship- -Proce s- -Line-

-Entity- -Output- -Noce-

Ficue 9. Various descriptive models for describing objects (procucts) alonc
with the Information Systems analogues.

The Framework

Cortining the two ideas that:

a. There are a set of architectural representations produced to
represent different perspectives involved during the process of
building complex engineering products, and

b. There are different types of descriptive models for a product, 3
developed for different purposes,

results in specifying the relationship between them, that is, for every I
different descriptive model (functional, data, network, etc.), there is a set
of architectural representations, represpnting the different perspectives of
the different people involved (owner, designer, builder, etc.). I

The single factor that makes this rFiationsbip signif-cant is that each
eiement on either axis of the resultant matrix is ex.plicitly differentiable
from all other elements on the same axis. That is, the data model (entity- 3
relationship - entity) is different from the functional model (input - process
- output). The functional model (input-process-output) is different from the
network model (node-lire-node). Et cetera. 3

12
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DESCRIPTIVE DATA F UNCTION NET 1NIACHTECTURAL MODEL ENT.-REL.-ENT. IN-PROC.-OUT NO DE-Li- ,
PERS PECTIVE

ISCOPE
DES CR TPT IONU
8U SINE ESS3 D~ESCR PTION

INFORMAT7ON SYSTEMS
DESCRIPTION

I TECHNOLOGY CONSTRAINED
D ESCZPTIO,,

A1I:A.
DETAILP3 DECRIP:ON

MACHINE LAN UAGE
DESCRI PT ION

S Y STEM

Ficure 10. A Framework for Information Systemrs Architecture.

By the same token, the business description (owner's perspective) is different
from the Information Systems Description (designer's perspective). T,.
Information Systems Description (designer's perspective) is different frc, the
Technolocy Description (builder's perspective). Et cetera. Note once acain,
for example, that the Information Systems Description is not merely a 8ower
level of detail than the Business Description. It is different. It ,.oulc be
analytically convenient if it was one-for-one, more detail - and at t'-es
just happens to work out that way, but not as a generil rule. Level of ceta'2
is an independent variable. That is, the level of detail in any one descrip-
ticn can vary independently from the level of detail in any other descr~ptinc.
In any event, each of the elements on the "perspective" axis are different 'r
nature just like the elements on the "descriptive model axis" are different in

nature.

I ~- 13-
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Tre exc;icit differentiation of elements on Pithpr axs is s c - I
because, since it is pnssible to ner ical y charactprize ever,, e,'e-...
bc� •axes, it is then possible to exp! cit!v characterize thr -on' e
everv cell in the matrix. Such a characterization constitutps the sec-•,£:- I
tio.n of a Frarew'ork for Information Systems Architpctur-e, as fcllows.

Architectural Represertations for Desc-itir Data 5
First, focusing on tne Data (entity-relaeicnship-enpity) colu-r anc r-.-
lookino at the Scope Description le arcitectural r•presentaticn, 1e
expect t*, find a list of things of significance to the business undp ..- c- I
era-.iorý.

This representation would be a list of thir,:s (i.e. material; crr'- ;., 3
rr'5s) as opposed to a !ist of actrnes (i.e. proc-ssps; grarmaticalv,

S!Thst of actions (verbs) could be expected in the next colur'-n, t, ---
cc' j'n. The list of thing; (material) in the Data column wo be r- ae •C
"entities" in the data modeling vernacular.

Since this architectural representatior is at the Scope Descriptir loe.&, C IE
would also expect that the entities (thincs) would likely be ert...t .'`Casses,
hicher levels of aggregation, because the decision beinr made as a re_- C
this level of description would be one of scope, nr& one of ces-7r. T7": 4s,
a selection would be being made of the entity class or classes in wn-cn t: I
i-vest I/S resource for "inventory" management purposes.

Further, at this level, one might not expect to be definitive about tle relE- 3
ticrship between the entities. The scope decision would constitutp over.a ,rc
the business values on the total rargp of possibilities to identify a suts,:
cf etity classes for implementation which is consistent with the resources
availeDle for investing in information systems, specifically, in this case,
the management of the selected class (or classes) of data. (For exanple, seeFigure 11.) 3

IWW ENTITIES 3
Product Policies & Procedures
P ý,.1 i Legal Requirements
Supplies G/L Accounts
Equipment Accounts Payable
Employee Accounts Receivable
Customer Long Term Debt
Supplier Marketplace
Competitor Promotion
Bldg. & Real Estate Purchase Order
Oblectives Customer Order
Job Production Order
Organization Unit Shipment

SFigure 11. Data column. Scope Description row.I
Example: List of Entities, r
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Looking at the rext lower level of architectural represpntation in the aZr,
the owner's representation or Business Descriptioý, 5 wvat coul be ar:ici:a:
for example, is an "entity-relationship diagram.

At this level, "entity" would mean "business entity" as opposec tc
entity," which would be found at the succeeding level. For exare, ne, a---
owner, in describing the business, would specify an entity like "e-:iovee,
what he/she would have in mind would be the real thing, that is, f>(- a--
blond "employee." That meaning of employee is entirely differe'-• thar a-
Information Systems Description (the designer's description) in r
"employee" would refer to a record in a machine which also happens :c ce
called "employee," conceptually, entirely different.

IE-R-M for Class Problem

DEPT ' P J

OFFICE J EP

Figure 12. Data column. Business Description row3

Example: Entity-Relationship Diagram.

Further, when the owner, describing this business, would specify a
relationship between the entities, what he/she would have i mind Y-culd be
the business rule that relates one entity to another entity. This is, for
example, "one employee must have one (and only one) organization to which
he or she belongs for payroll purposes." This is a business rule and not a
data relationship as would be expected in the next lower architectural level,
the Information Systems Description (designer's perspective).

In attempting to find "real life" examples of each of the architectural
reDresentations, it is interesting to note that finding good examples which
crisply illustrate each representation is very difficult. There are tv-o
reasons for this. First, as the real life representations were being
developed, no framework existed to clearly define and differentiate one
representation from the others. Therefore, many real life illustratiors are amixture of reprPsentation, both conceptually (e.g. business entities ard dataentities get mixed together) and physically (e.g. entities and inputs/outputs,

S-15 -
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that is, user views, from the Function column, get mixed together). Spccnrd, I
real life examples are hard to understand because it is not always clear .
level or model the author had in mind when developing the representation.

An illustration of this difficulty exists in Figure 12. It is clear that :s
model is describina Data and not Function (the middle column), but tre
question is, did the author have in mind a description of a business or a
description of an information system? In this case, it is likely t!-at tis is
a descripti4on of a business because of the existerce of the "many-to-man, "
relationships including the one between the department and project entities.
Many-to-many relationships cannot be implemented on a two dimensional machire. I
They have to be resolved into many-to-one and one-to-many relationships tv
creating an artificial entity through the concatenation of the keys of the tcs
original entities' keys. That is, in order to make the business descripticr
into an information systems product, it has to be "normalized." Therefore,

the person who built the model in Figure 12, probably had in mind describir. a
business as opposed to an information system. (Although, because a I
"framework" may not have existed at the time the model was bui t, whicn
conceptually differentiated the two descriptions, the actual picture may be
mixed conceptually, that is, not clearly a business descripticn or ar
information systems description but a little of both. Ee that as it may, the
example in Figure 12 is more likely to be a business description.)

Looking at the next level down in the Data column, the Information Systems
Description (designer's perspective), one might expect to find, for example, a
"data model

In this case of an Information Systems Description as opposed to a Business
Description, the meaning of "entity" would change to that of a record in a
machine and a relatinnship would change to that of a data relationship.

, Clearly, the example in Figure 13 is a model of an information system and not.
a model of a business because of the existence of "artificial" entities,
specifically the "DEPTPROJ" entity, the concatenation of department and
project which clearly is not a real life thing, but an information system
thing created in the process of translating the business description into an
information systems "product."

[CONlCEPTUAL DATA MODEL - CLASS PROBLEM!

/ ' I

Ficre 3.Data column. Informa~ion System Depscription row.
Figre 3.Example: Data Model.1•I
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Once again, shifting to the next level of architectural represertate ir :se

data column, the Technology Constrained Description, what could be ec.ec
would be the physical implementation or data design for the corceptua" rc, e
of the information system above.

SDL/I PHYSICAL MOODELI
U

I1IDAMN HDAM - IHAM
r- 1 ProJ>

D rEPT P,(,j

I E
l5"PI IONm E ff j ' o,-.'D E P T Pt nO J JEMPHISTi

Figure 14. Data column. Technol~cv Description row".
Example: Data Design- -

At the Technology Constrained Description level , the laws of nature arC
technology constraints are being applied. A decision is made tc use IM"* cr
DE2 or XYZ and dependina on thp choice, the meaning of entity and re'atic nsr-
change. In the case if IMS, entity means "seoment" and relatiorshic r-E.-7S
"I"poirte" 8 In the case of DB2, entity means "row" and rplaticnsh rrea-s
"key," etc.

Proceeding down the Data -column to the Detail Description, or "out-of-conte.t"
level of description, the example would be some data description lancuace like

DO•GEN - SAMPLE STATEMENTS

DOD NAME-CLINICACCSS-NIIDAM

DATASET OOI-HWOO.DEVICE-3340 )rOt--,

SEGM NAMEoPATIENTPARENT-;O8ýTES-1O0 0
LED N AM E "NAM E SEQLtf I, T , I 40,S"TART-1

SEGM NAME-COMPLNT.PARENT-PATIENT BY-'ES7RLESo7. IRST_._
FIELD NAME.-LLNS,RYTES-35.START-1

SEG1. NAM E -T R TMNT.PA.E NT-COMPL NTSYTES- 140UFIELD NAEIE EKVY-"
FIELD NAME -ACTN.BYTES- 1OoSTART-g

SEGM NAME-BILLING.PARENT-PATIENTBYTES-.0.RULES-L.AST '

SEGM NAME-PAYMT,PIARENT-BIN BYES0SNA PA ,AnENT :J-.•L:,- TESSEGM, N E - HO USM L OPA RE N T-P'ATJ•T,BYTES=,0 ALL

I ~FIELD NAME-RELATN.BYTES-20,START-31

DODGEN
FINISHEND

Figure 15. Data column. Detail Description row.

Example: DEDGEN

* - 17-
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a DrDGN in whichl the entities are sppcificatis of the "fie cY .... I
relationships are specifications of the "addresses.

This description is "compiled" to produce the Machine Lanouage represepr-ý:,- I
(relative addressing, not shown in the figure) which is further "link ec'zec
to produce the actual physical data residing in the machine.

It is clear that real life examples can be found to illustrate thr 1P,,P;s c•
architectural representations, representin. various viewpoints or perspc-:ve
that are created for thp data (or material) description, of the i -.. crU
s vs te.Lm

SYSI I

IT I,*~~c. C 3 -

CATr . W it,!-•'

D ATA * I IS

wi'LOY OAADES;ýA

Ficure 16. Total set of architectural representations describing data. 3

Architecture Representations for Describinq Function 1
Similarly, examples can be found for describing Function (Input-Prccess- 3( output).

At the Scope Description level, a comprehensive list of the range of
possibilities for functional automation could be expected. In describinI
Function, the elements of the descriptive model are input-process-output.
Function is eouivalent to 'process' and would likely be some process "class",
a relatively high level of aggregation, as the decision being made at the
Scope level is the selection of some subset of the business processes
appropriate in which to invest some finite amount of infcrratior

II
-I18- I
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.v ystems resources for automation purpcses. Furthor, in rakprc tK• r a--
decision, by overlaying the business values against the tt C 'rarnz ,f
automation possibilities, it is unnecessary to be definitive abct tne -
and output lirnkages between the functions. Thprefore, simp, a i 41 ca
business procelses would appp ropriately be expected at t "
representation.

g SAMPLE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

Determine Product Requirements

3 *Plan Production

Purchase Raw Materials

Control Raw Materials Inventory

I Produce Product

Assess Production Quality

* Control Product Inventory

Distribute Product

Market Product

* Process OrderI
Figure 17. Functicn column. Scope Description ro,.

I Example: List of Processes-

Proceeding to the Business Description 9
1,9ei , what could be expec.ec, fo-

example, is a functional flow diagram, in which "process" wc~ld be a
business process (not an information systems process) and input/output woulcbe business resources like people, cash, material, product, etc.

Figure 18 is clearly a business model (as opposed to an information systems
model) because, in the original, it can be seen that the inputs and output-s
are business resources (not necessarily information). This particular example
in Figure 18 is a very high level example, not putting much detail
specification around either the inputs/outputs or the processes for thatmatter.

An example of the rXtlevel, the Information Systems Description, would be a
data flow diagram in which processes would be information systems
(application) processes (not business processes) and the inputs/outputs would
be "user views" (some aggregates of data elements that flow irto and out of
the applications processes, connecting them in some sequential fashion.

I
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-" ."C 8L.I

C__ ___• - ________ '"_"'____

S" - ---- - --U

Figure 18. Function cnlumn. Figure 19. Function cclumn.
Business Description. Information Systems
Example: Functional Flow Description.

Diagram. Example: Data Flow
Diagra7,

Ficure 19 4is, once again, a very high level data flow diagran' in the iDE=
convention which shcws inputs and outputs (user views) as well as c•r:r•- S I
(the arrow from the top) and mechanization (the arrow from the bottom).

Applying the physical constraints of the technology chosen for implementation,
for example; disks vs. tapes, IMS vs. CICS, COBOL vs. FORTRAN, video displaysvs. typewriters, etc.; results in the Technology Constrained Description in
which process is a computer function and inputs/outputs are device formats.
The predictable reprjel ation would be a structure chart with screen/device I
formats (Figure 20). (Note that this does not preclude depicting the
manual functions that are introduced as a result of the employment of the
technology.) 3

t..................
. . . . . . . . . . . .. ... -..... ......

... .........
... ... .. ... .. ........

I
+ ncc• , .-:T:.', ''] ..

Figure 20. Function column. Figure 21. Function columr.
Technology Description. Detail Description row.
Example: Structure Chart. Example: COBOL proaram.
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I At the Detailed Description level the example is a pro-rami .--

process is a language statement and the inputs/outputs, control t'cc~s.

IThe program is compiled to produce object code, the Machvne Lnce
representation which in turn is assembled to produce runnirc •nsg-.'-r-, '
actual, physical system.

Agair, it is clear that examples can be found for ever, descri::-

representation for the Functional Model as well as the Data Mcdel.

.................................... .... ......cs'"! '' ' ....

"" (C. Ch AIA . ... F •.,

,CC•

Figure 22. Total set of architectural representations
representing Data and Function.

U Architecture Representation for Describing Network

Examples of the architectural representations for describing Network (node

5 line - node) are as follows:

At the Scope Description level, a map. (See Figure 23.)

3 At the Business Description level, specification of the business unit

locations for the nodes and the business relationships (e.g. organizational

product, informational, etc.) for the lines. (See Figure 24.)

At the Information Systems Description level, specification of the I/S

functinn for the node (e.g. processor, storage, access, etc.) and line

characteristics for the lines. (This is the "distributed systems" decisicn

description.) (See Figure 25.)

I
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0. f-VI.CI

Fiue 3 Ntor olm.0 Scp Decito row

Exmpe A ap

SAC IC
Sj:jTl nv1v M LAO *S- t L 3

Figure 23. Network ~~Com.Scp eritcno.

f~~~~~( CC-IPLAE o -SLAlr

CIASIISOC-VII O*SE A It. 9VOC-Ast OS1.

_ _II_,_.I

P.II
,,-jo MOE%

AV:ITI:.Ii (C

Figure 24. Network column. Bu~-iness Opscription row. 3
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I !-Z . . .. . . .. ,

1 , .... ......... T' .2

I © -i

Figure 25. Network column. Itformation Systems Descripticr r,'.

I At the Technology Constrained Descriptior level, the noCes are S; cr'c
hardware/software implementations (e.g. 4341, CICS NCP VTAM, etc. a'-: the3 lines are line specifications. (See Figure 26.)

At the Detailed Description level, nodes are addresses and lines are
protocols. (I don't know much about communications, but these arc- prabl.
"compiled" to produce some object code equivalent which is then "lirk-dtec-'
to produce the running network.) (See Figure 27.)

I

I F-i-nZ-CI.......................... "...*r*,

I L~] '11117

Figure 26. Network column. Figure 27. Network column.
Technology Description row. Detail Description rcw.

I
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In summary, examples can be found to illustrate every hypc'heti ce1 I
architectural representation postulated by the relationship berwee. t
different descriptive models and the various levels of arcritectural

perspective.I

DATA IFU :CT ION !"FToF'O0R I

LIST OF T,.,IlCS, LIFT PFP PF-SSE 7 'LItT r,'
SCCOE I'PORTANT TO TT- 1HF S.R ct I•-u"J VI' w"Iz TI- F
DES[.CRI PT ION R0 U 1u IPE 5 PERFCP- CU IN 1r -Pr tT FS~I

F N T TY CL P. ' Or PROC CESS : CL.fS OF '" r 1 C I

IBUS I NE S T H I N A1S II'ESS PP>'C E Sý ~ IOAT r

PUSINESS UE":T./REL , D0A," "FUNCT. FLUNC T iAL," 1...i
DESCRI PTY C N

EýýT.z BUS. EN4T!TY PPOC.z BUS, PPOCCCS LrtKT5U!IýFSS
RELN.= BUFINESS I/C= PUS. RESGurCEC . ;ELAT S1-vS

RULE (I"CLUD f!G I: ) tr.G-. ,: P C L'CT, IV I
E.G. , En-. E.C" ?

"INFO0,MATION "DATA 1O'EL" "DATA FLOIP DIAGP."..?
SYSTEM GE.
DESCRIPTION

•:OZE- I/S FUUNC ".

P;CC.: " L .TOI, (APpCpSSzR -TCAcE
FL, .,CTION? ACCESS, ETC.)

ENT,= DATA EN,'TITY 1i/0 = USER VIEWS LIYK v LINE
RELN,: DATA RELN, (SET OF DATA ELFMENTS) CHARACTEPISTICF

E.G., E.G., E.G,, S.'S TE
TECHN!,OLOCGY DATA .ES IGN "STRLIPTUPE CHART" AFCý.I TECT1pE

DESRZTR; PO 7 1GN PPOCC. : C~'-uTER- ";DE= •o~Dw-:~E SVR

E N7 ,=SEG'F-! P•/ • FU`Cý)C- I 2. E

RELN., = P.TE•/ !/Cx SCPEEN/. I I NE'. 5 I
KEY ,CEViCE CoRtATS SPEC!F ýC47!CNS

E.G., NIT SE E.G. ETG.. ?

DETAIL DESCRIPTION PROG°A -
DESCRIPTION I~

PFCC,:LANGUAGE STMTS

ENT. = FIELDS I/CI C-- O TROL = ADCPES!E-

RELN.,ADDPESSES CLOCKS I IlK P9OTrCnLS

ACTUjAL E7 ,, IFG, IE.G.,

SYSTEI DATA F T 10

Figure 28. Framework for Information Systems Architecture.

Conclusions

When the question is asked, "what is Information Systems Architecture?' The I
answer is, "there is not an Information Systems Architecture, but a set of

them!" Architecture is relative. What you think architecture is depends upon

what you are doing.

o If you are programming, you probably think 'architecture' is a

structure chart. 3
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S If you are the Data Base Administrator, yCu proba :
larchitecture' is data design.

o If you are the Data Administrator, you probably think 'architectue
is a data model.

I C If you an Analyst, you probably think 'architecturp' is a c-: ,
diagram.

3 If you are a Planner, you probably think 'archite:ture is sc-e
combination of entity/relationship diagrram and functica
diaqram.

1 If you are the Communications Manager, yu c -atiy r
'architecture' is the yet tn be named cc7-,r'ca:jcr5 representations.

o If you are t~e Operations Manacer, you probably th.r,. 'arc-:ectuwe
is the "systems architecture."

o If you are the President, you probably think 'archltectý,-e is
entity classes, process classes and a map.

If you are the Program Support Representative, you probably tinýk
'architecture' is the detailed descriptions.

1 If you are the Comnputer Designer, you probably think 'architecture'
is machine language. (The level not representec on the sumay-v

I chart.)

It is little wonder we are havina difficulties corrmunicatinc with cne arether
about architecture because there is not an architecture, but a set of
architectural representations. One is not right and another wrong. The
architectures are different. They are additive, complementary. There are
reasons for electing to expend the resources for developing eacn architectural
representation. And, there are risks associated with not developino any one
of the architectural representations.

Research is being done to put some morp explicit definitions around each of
the architectural representations in this framework, to understand the designissues, the reasons for developing each representation, the risks associated

with not developing any one, and the "tool" implications of each cell. This
research and some of the management implications of the framework will be the
subject of forthcoming articles in the "Framework" series.

I Summary

In summary, by studying fields of endeavor external to the information
systems community, specifically those professions involved in producing
complex engineering products (e.g. architecture/construction, manufacturing,
etc.), it is possible to hypothesize by analogy, a set of architecturalrepresentations for Information Systems.

* - r
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The resultant "Framework for Information Systems Architpcture" cclc •rc;',
quite valuable for:

o improving professional communications within in the irfcr-atIcr l
systems community;

o Understanding the reasons for an risks of not developir, arv c 1
architectural representation;

o Placino a wide variety of tools ard/or methodologies in ria:'c• 1
each other; and

I Developing improved approaches (includinc methodologies an- tCC
to produce each of architectural represpntations as wpl! as •:ssv
rethinking the structure of the classic "application ceve'--e:-
process." 3

I
I

I'
I

S~I

i I
I I
, I

I
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5 Preliminary CALS Phase 11 Architecture
Appendix B - Standards

I
3 Appendix B

StandardsI
1. Program Management

Configuration Management

I MIL-STD-483 Configuration Management Practices for Systems,

Equipment, Munitions, and Computer Programs

MIL-STD-881 Work Breakdown Structures for Defense Materiel
3 Items

5 MIL-STD-780 Work Unit Codes for Aircraft

MIL-STD-480 Configuration Control - Engineering Changes,

Deviations and Waivers

3 Ouality Assurance

MIL-Q-9858 Quality Program Requirements

5 2. Design

Drawings

DOD-STD-100 Engineering Drawing Practices

MIL-D-1000 Drawings, Engineering and Associated ListsI
MIL-D-5480 Data, Engineering and Technical: Reproduction3 Requirements for

IDACOM
D-779-89-01.2 B-1 D. Appleton Company, Inc.I



Preliminary CALS Phase II Architecture
Appendix B - Standards

MIL-M-9868 Microfilming of Engineering Documents, 35mm
Requirements for

MIL-M-38761 Mi'crofilming and Photographing of Engineering/

Technical Data and Related Documents I

MIL-STD-804 Formats and Coding of Aperture, Copy, and j
Tabulating Cards for Engineering Data
Microreproduction System 3

Specifications

MIL-STD-490 Specification Practices

MIL-S-83490 Specifications, Types and Forms I
MIL-STD-961 Outline of Forms and Instructions for the

Preparation of Specifications and Associated 3
Documents

3. Systems Engineering

MIL-STD-499 Engineering Management I

Reliability 3
MIL-STD-785 Reliability Program for Systems and Equipment 3

Development and Production

MIL-STD-2155 Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action I
System

DACOM I
D-779-89-01.2 B-2 D. Appleton Company, Inc.
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I Maintainability

I MIL-STD-470 Maintainability Program for Systems and

Equipment

MIL-STD-471 Maintainability Demonstration

Safety

I MIL STD-882 System Safety Program Requirements

3 Standardization

I MIL-STD-680 Contractor Standardization Plans and Management

3 4. Support

u MIL-STD-1388/1 Logistic Support Analysis

MIL-STD-1388/2 DoD Requirements for a Logistic Support Analysis

I Maintenance Planning

3 MIL-STD-1390 Level of Repair

MIL-STD-1629 Procedures for Performing a Failure Mode, Effects,

and Criticality Analysis

3 Support Equipment

3 MIL-STD-2165 Testability Program for Electronic Systems and

Equipments1
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Appendix B - Standards

U
MIL-C-45662 Calibration System Requirements I

MIL-STD-2077 General Requirements for Test Program Sets I

Provisioning i

MIL-STD-1561 Uniform DoD Provisioning Procedures U
MIL-STD-789 Procurement Method Coding of Replenishment 3

Spare Parts

Packaging, Handling, Storage. and Transportation i

MIL-STD-648 Design Criteria for Specialized Shipping Containers 3
MIL-E-17555 Packaging and Packing of Electronic and Electrical I

Equipment, Accessories and Repair Parts I
MIL-STD-1367 Packaging, Handling, Storage, and Transportability

Program Requirements 3
MIL-STD-2073 Packaging Requirements 3
Technical Publications

MIL-M -15701 Content Requirements for Technical Manuals:

Equipment and Systems 5
MIL-STD-7298 Manuals, Commercial Off-the-Shelf 5

, I
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MIL-M-241 00 Manuals Technical: Functionally Oriented
Maintenance Manuals (FOMM) for Equipment and

* Systems

MIL-M-38807 Manuals, Technical: Illustrated Parts Breakdown,

I Preparation of

3 MIL-M-38784 Manuals, Technical: General Style and Format

Requirements

MIL-STD-1685 Comprehensibility Standards for Technical

i Manuals

MIL-M-85337 Requirements for Technical Manual Quality

3 Assurance Program

3�Standardization
I MIL-STD-680 Contractor Standardization Plans and Management

I
I
I
1
I
!i
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Glossar-

I CALS Phase II Glossary

i This section contains a set of definitions for terms used in this report.

CALS Data Dictionary - A set of data standards, defined in IDEFIX, that are

derived from the data element descriptions contained in existing and future

functional standards as well as from other sources, such as PDES, that will be

I' used as guidelines for the construction and verification of Integrated Weapon

Systems Databases supporting CALS Phase II services.

CALS Data Dictionary System - A specific set of computer programs that are
used to develop, verify, validate, and manage data standards contained in the

CALS Data Dictionary.

I Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service (CITIS) - A specific
implementation of CALS Phase II services on a specific weapon system

i program. CITIS results in an Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB)
constructed in compliance with the Data Standards in the CALS Data

Dictionary. A CITIS delivery system must comply with appropriate Technical

Standards in MIL-STD-1840A.

i Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB) - A specific implementation of
Data Standards from the CALS Data Dictionary that supports a specific CITIS.

An IWSDB will inevitably contain data in addition to those specified in the
CALS Data Dictionary but required by a specific weapon system program.I

I
I
a
a
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